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125 (1987), 237-300
AnnalsofMathematics,

Dehn surgeryon knots
By MARCCULLER', C. MCA. GORDON2,J. LUECKE3,
AND PETER B. SHALEN4

Introduction
We considerthe problemof whichDehn surgerieson a knotcan produce
3-manifolds
withcyclicfundamental
group.It is naturalto workin the following
setting.Let M be a compact,connected,irreducible,
orientable3-manifold
such
that AM is a torus.The unorientedisotopyclass of a non-trivial
simpleclosed
curvein AM willbe called its slope. For any slope r, a closed 3-manifoldM(r)
may be constructedby attachinga solidtorusJ to M so thata curveof slope r
bounds a diskin J.
If r and s are two slopes,we denotetheir(minimal)geometricintersection
numberby A(r, s).
The main resultof thispaper is thefollowing
theorem.
CYCLIC SURGERYTHEOREM. Suppose that M is not a Seifertfiberedspace. If

'rr(M(r)) and ir1(M(s,))are cyclic, thenA(r, s) < 1. Hence thereare at most
threeslopes r such that v,(M(r)) is cyclic.
This resultis sharp;Fintushel-Stern
have shown (privatecommunication)
on the (- 2,3,7) pretzelknotyieldlens spaces. Many
that 1& and 19-surgeries
examples of the same phenomenonhave been produced by Berge (private
communication).
For a detailedaccountofthemanifolds
obtainedby attachingsolidtorito a
Seifertfiberedspace alongsome of its boundarycomponents,
see [Hei].
We give somecorollaries
whichapplyto Dehn surgeryon knotsK in S3. In
the proofs,M will denotethe complementof an open tubularneighborhood
of

'Partiallysupportedby NSF grantNSF-DMS-84-02595.
2Partiallysupportedby NSF grantNSF-DMS-84-03670.
3Partiallysupportedby an NSF post-doctoral
Fellowship.
4Partiallysupportedby NSF grantNSF-DMS-86-02433.
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K. We use Q U (1/0} as in [R] to parametrizethe slopes on AM, and denote
M(r) by K(r). In particular,K(1/O) = S3.
COROLLARY 1. If K is not a torusknotand r E Q, then '7T(K(r)) can be
cyclic only if r is an integer.Moreover,thereare at mosttwo such integersr,
and if thereare two thentheymustbe successive.

if and onlyif K is a torusknot.
Proof.The manifoldM is Seifert-fibered
Also, A(a/b, 1/0) = Ibi, and if n1 and n2 are integers,then A(nl, n2)
in,

-

0

n21.

The next corollaryis a step towardsestablishingthe conjecturethat any
nontrivial
knothas Property
P, in otherwords,thatK(r) is notsimply-connected
if r E Q.
knotand r e Q is notequal to 1 or - 1
COROLLARY2. If K is a non-trivial
thenK(r) is notsimply-connected.
Moreover,K(1) and K(- 1) cannotbothbe
simply-connected.
torusknots
Proof This followsfromCorollary1 and thefactthatnon-trivial
LI
have PropertyP [Ms].
COROLLARY3. Up to unorientedequivalence, there are at most two knots

are of a giventopologicaltype.
whose complements

Proof.Suppose thatthereare threeinequivalentknotswhose complements
are homeomorphic.Then forany one of these knots,say K, thereexist two
distinct rational numbers r and s such that K(r) = K(s) = K(1/0) = S3. This

[]

contradictsCorollary2.
COROLLARY
4. If K is a non-trivial
amphicheiralknotand r C Q
In
P.
then 1Tl(K(r)) is notcyclic. particular,K has Property

-

{

01,

Proof.If K is amphicheiral,then there is an automorphismof M
which takes r to - r forall slopes r E Q U {1/0}. Since A(r, - r) 2 2 if
theresultfollows. LI
r Q - { 0, and sincetorusknotsare notamphicheiral,
5. Knots of Arfinvariant1 are determined
up to unoriented
equivalenceby theircomplements.
COROLLARY

Proof As in theproofofCorollary3, it followsfromCorollary2 thatif K is
not determinedby itscomplement
theneitherK(1) or K(- 1) is homeomorphic
to S3. But if a(K) E Z2 denotes the Arf invariantof K, then the Rohlin
El
invariantof K(1/n) is na(K) (see [Gn]).
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Actually,a considerably
stronger
resultfollowsfromrecentworkofCasson's
[C], [A-M]. He proves that any knot K whose AlexanderpolynomialA(t)
satisfiesA"(1) # 0 has PropertyP. In particular,since the mod 2 reductionof
P.
2A"(1) is a(K), thisimpliesthatknotsof Arfinvariant1 have Property
It is shownin [Wh]thatCorollary1 impliesthe followingresult.
6. Primeknotswith isomorphicgroupshave homeomorphic
E
complements.
COROLLARY

Finally,combiningour workwiththe fact,recentlyprovedby Bleilerand
Scharlemann[B-S],thatstrongly
invertible
knotshave PropertyP, we can state
the followingresult.
COROLLARY
7. If K is a non-trivialknot which is invariantunder a
non-trivial
periodicautomorphism
of S3, thenK has PropertyP.

This will be provedin Section2.8.
Beforegivingsomeindicationsofthemethodof proofofthe CyclicSurgery
Theorem,we shall fixsome conventionsand terminology
that will be used
the paper. We will workin the smoothcategory.All manifoldsare
throughout
understoodto be orientable.If S is a surfacein a 3-manifold,
we definea
disk forS to be a disk D c M such that D n S = dD and such
compressing
that dD is (homotopically)
in S. If S is properlyembeddedone can
non-trivial
surger S using D to obtain a new properlyembedded surfacein M; this
operationwill be called a compression.
A surfaceS in a 3-manifoldM will be
called incompressible
if (i) no componentof S is a sphereand (ii) thereis no
diskforS in M. The incompressible
compressing
surfacesthatwe discusswillall
be eitherproperlyembedded(alwaysthecase in Chapter1) or containedin the
boundaryof the ambient3-manifold
(sometimesthe case in Chapter2). In these
cases, (ii) is equivalentto the conditionthat the fundamentalgroup of each
componentof S maps injectively
to thatof M.
By an essentialsurface in a 3-manifoldM, we shall mean a properly
embedded surfacewhich is incompressibleand no componentof which is
parallelto a subsurfaceof dM. Now supposethatM is irreducibleand that dM
is a torus,and let S be any essentialsurfacein M with dS non-empty.
The
S
of
are
in
boundarycomponents
disjointnon-trivial
simpleclosed curves dM
and hence all have the same slope,say r. We call r the boundaryslope of S.
A slope r on dM willbe called a boundaryslope if it is the boundaryslope of
some essentialsurfacein M. We will call r a strictboundaryslope if it is the
of
boundaryslope of some essentialsurfacewhichis not a fiberin any fibration
M overthe circle.
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The Cyclic SurgeryTheoremis provedin Chapter1 forthe case when M
contains no essentialtorus and neitherof the given slopes r, s is a strict
boundaryslope. Here the argumentis based on the ThurstonGeometrization
Theorem,whichassertsin thissituationthatthe interiorof M has a hyperbolic
metricoffinitevolume.As in [C-SI], thisis used to definea familyof (characters
by the pointsofa complex
of TrT(M)in SL2(C), parametrized
of) representations
affinealgebraic curve X0. The ideal points of a de-singularizedprojective
completionX0 of X0 correspondto actionsof '7T(M) on trees,whichcan be
used to defineessentialsurfacesin M. One showsthatforall but a verysmall
alternatives
holds.Eitherthereis a pointof
set* ofslopes r, one ofthefollowing
of '7T(M) in SL2(C) which induces a
X0 correspondingto a representation
of the quotientgroup 7T,(M(r)) onto a non-cyclicsubgroupof
representation
PSL2(C); or thereis someideal pointof X0 whichdefinesan essentialsurfaceS
if S is
whichis closed or has boundaryslope r, and is not a fiber.Furthermore,
in M(r). Thus in
closed thenit has positivegenusand remainsincompressible
or r is a strictboundaryslope.
each of thesecases,either7T,(M(r))is non-cyclic
For a morepreciseoutlineoftheproofin thiscase, see Sections1.0 and 1.1.
Chapter2 is devotedto theproofoftheCyclicSurgeryTheoremin thecase
whereeitherM containsan essentialtorusor one of the givenslopes is a strict
boundaryslope. One showsthatit is enoughto provethe theoremformanifolds
whichare not cabled (in thesenseof [Gr-L]).If M is notcabled and containsan
in M(r) forall but a
essentialtorusT. it is shownthatT remainsincompressible
verysmallset of slopes r. This is done by consideringtwo slopes r and s such
out a graph-theoretic
analysis
thatT compressesin M(r) and M(s), and carrying
of the intersectionof the two planar surfacesin M correspondingto the
compressingdisksforT in M(r) and M(s). An analogousargumentallowsone
to deal also withthe case wherethe firstBettinumberof M is greaterthan 1.
on the slopes r such that M(r) is reducible,it is
There,by findingrestrictions
shownthat gl(M(r)) is non-cyclic
forall but a verysmallset of slopes r. For the
case of boundaryslopes,observethatif r is the boundaryslope of an essential
surfaceF in M, then F can be capped offto produce a closed surfaceF in
Bettinumberof M is 1 and thatr
M( r). Assuming(as we now may)thatthefirst
is a strictboundaryslope,it is shownthatif F is suitablychosentheneitherF is
incompressiblein M( r), or F is a 2-spherewhich decomposes M( r) as a
lens spaces, or M containsa closed essential
connectedsum of two non-trivial
surfaceS with special properties.Finally,by a graph-theoretic
analysisof the
*Forthepurposeofthisinformal
a setofslopesis "verysmall"if A(r,s) < 1 for
discussion,
all r and s in theset.
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kind mentionedabove, one shows that S remainsincompressiblein M(s)
wheneverA?r, s) > 1.
A moredetailedsummaryof the contentsof Chapter2 is givenin Section
2.0.
result.Let
The proofoftheCyclicSurgeryTheoremgivesa ratherstronger
L to be small if
us definea closed 3-manifold
surfacein L; and
( * ) thereexistsno incompressible
of sr(L) into PSL2(C) with non-cyclic
(**) there exists no representation
image.

Then in both the statementand proofof the Cyclic SurgeryTheorem,the
groupsmaybe replaced
hypothesis
thatM(r) and M(s) have cyclicfundamental
lens
by the conditionthattheyare small.(A connectedsum of two non-trivial
spaces violates( * *) because a freeproductoftwo cyclicgroupsis Fuchsianand
hence embedsin PSL2(R).)
thiswork.We also
We thankF. Bonahonforsomehelpfulinsightsregarding
thankE. Luft and R. A. Litherland,forpointingout an errorin one of the
argumentsin the firstversionof this paper, and G. Mess and R. Skora for
to thatmanuscript.
supplyinga numberof corrections
Chapter1
In this chapterwe will prove the followingcase of the Cyclic Surgery
Theorem.
THEOREM 1.0.1. Let M be a compactirreducible(orientable)3-manifold
withtorusboundary.SupposethatM is nota Seifert
fiberedspace and contains
no essentialtorus.Let r and s be slopes such that 7T1(M(r)) and 7T1(M(s)) are
cyclicgroups.If neitherr nors is a strictboundaryslope thenA(r, s) < 1.

In Section1.1 we willreducetheproofof thistheoremto thatof two other
results,Propositions1.1.2 and 1.1.3. Proposition1.1.2 willbe provedin Section
1.4, and Proposition1.1.3 willbe provedin Sections1.5 and 1.6. In Sections1.2
and extendsome of the ideas in [C-Si] to make them
and 1.3 we reformulate
moredirectlyapplicableto the proofsof thesepropositions.
Throughoutthischapterit is understoodthat M satisfiesthe hypothesesof
Theorem 1.0.1. Thus it followsfromthe ThurstonGeometrizationTheorem
[MB, Chapter V] that the interiorof M admitsa hyperbolicmetricof finite
volume.
1.0.2. We need to establishsome conventionsregardingthe use of fundamentalgroupsin orderto avoid problemswithbase points.If we are given a
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connectedpolyhedronX and ifwe have fixeda universalcoverX of X, thenwe
will denoteby 7T1(X)the groupof coveringtransformations
of X. If x is a point
of X thena lifti E X of x determines
an identification
of g1(X) with7T1(X,
x).
An orientedclosed curve in X determines,up to conjugacy,an elementof
7T1(X).A map froma connectedpolyhedronY to X determines,
up to composition with innerautomorphisms,
a homomorphism
from7T,(Y)to g,(X). Thus
manyof the statements
whichare provedin thischapterapplyto objectswhich
are onlydefinedup to conjugacy.Our conventionis thatthisambiguitywillbe
ignoredprovidedthatthe statements
in questionare invariantunderconjugacy.
We fix,forthe entirechapter,a universalcover M of M.
It will be convenientto adopt the following
notation.We will denoteby L
the group H1( 3M; Z), whichwill be regardedas a latticein the 2-dimensional
real vectorspace V = H1(3M; R). There is a homomorphism
7,( AM) -> g,(M)
which is definedup to compositionwith innerautomorphisms
of 71(M). We
will identify7T,(3M) with its image under this homomorphism.
We will let
-e: L
We willoften
l(3M) denotetheinverseof the Hurewiczisomorphism.
view e as a homomorphism
fromL to 7T,(M)which is definedmodulo inner
Recallthata slopeis an isotopyclass ofunorientedsimpleclosed
automorphisms.
curves on AM. Thus each slope r correspondsto a pair { ? a) of primitive
elementsof L; we shallwriteM(a) = M(r). Note that 7T,(M(a)) has presentation 17T,(M):e(a) = I1. If r is a (strict)boundaryslope thenwe willcall a and
- a (strict) boundaryclasses. If a and /3are elementsof L thenwe willwrite
number.
a(a, /3)forthe absolutevalue of theirintersection
1.1. The curveofcharacters
We will brieflyreviewsome notationand basic theoremsfrom[C-SI] and
[C-S2]. We denoteby R = R(7T,(M)) thespace ofall representations
of 'g,(M) in
SL2(C). This space has the structure
of a complexaffinealgebraicset. The set
X = X(7T,(M)) is theset of charactersof representations
in R, and t: R -> X is
the naturalmap whichsendsa representation
p to its characterXP. This set also
has the structureof a complexaffinealgebraicset [C-SI, Corollary1.4.5]. The
map t is a regularmap, and foreach -yE 7T,(M) thereis a regularfunction
IY X -> C definedby I,(x) = X(Y). The set of functionsI. for y E 7TAM)
generatesthe coordinateringof X. Note thatsince I. depends onlyupon the
conjugacyclass of y E 7T1(M), Ie(a) is a well-defined
functionon X foreach
a E L. Since M is hyperbolicthereis a representation
p0 E R whichis discrete
and faithful[C-SI, Proposition3.1.1]. We denoteby Ro an irreduciblecomponentof R containingp0,and set X0 = t(RO).
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The followingproposition
is essentially
due to Thurston.
1.1.1. The set X0 c X is an irreducibleaffinevarietyof
dimension1. For each non-trivial
elementa of L, the functionIe(a) is nonconstanton X0.
PROPOSITION

Proof:Proposition1.4.4 of [C-Si] showsthatX0 is a variety.By Proposition
3.2.1 of [C-SI], dimX0 ? 1. The equalitydimX0 = 1 thenfollowsfromProposition 2 of [C-S2], whichalso shows that Ie(a) is non-constant
on X0 foreach
a
L.
]
non-trivial
element of
The idea of the proofof Theorem1.0.1 is to show,formost a E L, that

in PSL2(C) withnon-cyclic
by producinga representation
7T1(M(a)) is non-cyclic

if and onlyif
image.A representation
p E R0 willinducesuch a representation
p(e(a))

= + 1. An obvious necessary condition for p(e(a))

= +?1 is that the

value of the functionIe(a) shouldbe +2 at the point t(p) E X0. This suggests
studyingthe zeroesof the functionsfa: X0 -> C definedforall a E L by
f

=

I2

_)-

4.

It is always easier to studythe zeroes of a functiondefinedon a smooth
projectivecurve.Thus,as in [C-S1],we willdenoteby 1O the smoothprojective
curvewhichis birationally
equivalentto X0. The birationalequivalencefromXO
to XO is regular(i.e. defined)at all but a finitenumberof pointsof X0. The
pointswhereit is definedwillbe called ordinarypoints,and the otherswill be
called ideal points.We willidentify
thefunctionfieldsof X0 and 1O underthe
inducedby thebirationalequivalence.Thus any rationalfunctionf
isomorphism
on X0 pullsback to a rationalfunctionon X0 whichwillalso be denotedf.
Recall thata rationalfunctiondefinedon a smoothcurve is meromorphic
and thatits degreeis equal to the numberof poles,countedwithmultiplicities.
For a non-zerorationalfunctionthe degree is also equal to the numberof
zeroes. The followingpropositiondescribes the behavior of the degree of
fa: XO -C U { oo} as a variesoverthe groupL.
on the real vectorspace
1.1.2. There exists a norm
PROPOSITION
V = H1(3M; R) withthefollowingproperties.
(i) For each a E L, hail= degreefa.
(ii) The unit ball is a finite-sidedpolygon whose verticesare rational
multiplesof strictboundaryclasses in L.
This will be proved in Section 1.4 by examinationof the poles of the
functionsfa fora E L.
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The nextpropositionconcernsthe ordersof zeroes of the functionsfa for
a E L. If x is a pointof XO and f is a rationalfunctionon X0 withf(x) = 0,
then we will denoteby Zx(f) the orderof zero of f at x. If f(x) : 0, and in
particularif f has a pole at x, we set ZX(f) = 0.
Supposethata is a primitive
elementof L whichis not
a strictboundaryclass, and that 7T,(M(a)) is cyclic. Then, for each point
x E XO, and foreach non-zero8 E L, we have
PROPOSITION

1.1.3.

ZX(fa) < ZX(f).

This will be provedin Sections1.5 and 1.6. It willbe shownin Section1.5
thatif x is an ordinarypointand a and 8 are non-zeroelementsof L such that
Zx(fa) > Zx(fe), thentheimageof x in X0 is the characterof a representation
p E Ro whichinducesa homomorphism
of -7T(M(a))ontoa non-cyclic
subgroup
of PSL2(C). In the case where x is an ideal point and a and 8 are non-zero
elementsof L such that Zx(fa) > Zx(f6), it will be shownin Section 1.6 that
eithera is a strictboundaryclass or thereexistsa closed surfacein M whichis
incompressible
in M(a).
The restof thissectionwillbe devotedto the proofthatPropositions1.1.2
and 1.1.3 implyTheorem1.0.1.
Note thatthe following
is a corollaryto Propositions1.1.2 and 1.1.3.
COROLLARY 1.1.4. Supposethata is a primitive
elementof L whichis nota
strictboundaryclass, and that7T,(M(a)) is cyclic.Thenforeach non-zero8 E L

11al 11811?
'

a

Define m = minO ELH68I,and considerthe ball B of radius m in V. By
Proposition1.1.2 thisis a compact,convex,finite-sided
polygonwhich is balanced (i.e. - B = B). By construction
thereare no non-zeroelementsof L
containedin the interior
of B.
We will use the obviousarea elementdefinedon V in whichany pair of
generatorsof L spansa parallelogram
ofarea 1. The above propertiesof B imply
that the projectionof V to the torusV/2L is one-to-oneon the interiorof B.
Thus the area of B is at most4. (This observationis due to Minkowski.)
Corollary1.1.4 impliesthatif a E L is a not a strictboundaryclass and
71(M(a)) is cyclicthena mustlie on the boundaryof B. Now let a and /3be
two elementsof L, neitherof which is a strictboundaryclass. Suppose that
are cyclic.Let P denote the parallelogramin V with
71(M(a)) and 7T1(M(f/))
?
vertices + a, /3. We have
lX(a, P) = 'Area P < 2 Area B < 2.
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if LX(a,/3)= 2 thenwe musthave B = P. Hence in thiscase, a
Furthermore,
and /3are verticesof B. But by Proposition1.1.2(ii),thisimpliesthattheyare
strictboundaryclasses,a contradiction.
Thus we concludethat LX(a,/3)< 1.
This completesthe proofthatPropositions1.1.2 and 1.1.3 implyTheorem
1.0.1.

El

1.2. Ideal pointsand trees
In this sectionwe redo the materialfromSections2 and 3 of [C-Si] in a
form,suggestedby the approach of [M-S1],which is betteradapted for the
applicationsin thispaper.We beginby reviewingsome of the ideas in [Se].
Let F be a fieldand v: F * -> Z a (discrete)valuation.We denoteby (9 the
valuationring { f E Fjf = 0 or v(f) ? 0), and by . the maximalideal in (9.
The group SL2(F) acts on a tree TF whichis constructedas follows.Definea
lattice to be a finitely
generated(submodule of the vectorspace F2 which
A' if A = aA'
spans over F. Definean equivalencerelationon latticesby A A
forsome a CE F *. GivenlatticesA and A' thereexistsan elementa E F * such
that aA' C A and A/aA' is a cyclic (9module.The annihilatorof thiscyclic
module is determinedby the equivalenceclasses [A] and [A'], and is equal to
J( forsome integerd = d([A], [A']).
Let T denote the set of equivalence classes of lattices. The function
d: T X T -- T is an integer-valued
metric.Considerthe 1-complexconstructed
T
by taking as the vertexset and addingan edge joiningeach pair of vertices
which are distance 1 apart. It is shown in [Se] that this is a tree; i.e. it is
connected and simply-connected.
For two verticess and s', the numberof
edges in the shortest
pathjoiningthemis givenby d(s, s'). We shalldenotethis
1-complexby T as well.
1.2.1. The obviousactionofGL2(F) on theset oflatticesin F2 determines
an actionon T, and thisactionis transitive
on vertices.The lattice(92 generated
by the standardbasis of F2 is stabilizedby the subgroupGL2((9) of GL2(F).
This subgroupis, in fact,the entirestabilizerof the vertex[(92]. Restricting
the
actionof GL2(F) yieldsan actionof SL2(F) on T, withno inversions,
such that
the stabilizerof a vertexis a conjugatein GL2(F) of the subgroupSL2((9).
Nextwe considertheactionof SL2((9) on thelink?? ofthe standardvertex
(Of course,thisactionis conjugateto the action of the stabilizerof any
[(92].
vertexon the linkof the vertex.)
1.2.2. The verticesof ?? are represented
by latticesA C (92 such thatthe
as an (9moduleto the residuefieldk = (91,#k.
quotientC92/A is isomorphic
The
= k2 is a
image of such a latticein the 2-dimensionalk-vectorspace 92/,2
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1-dimensional
subspace.This establishesa bijectionbetweenY and the projective line P'(k); we will use thisto identify
Y withP'(k). Then the action of
SL2(C) on Y is the pull-back,under the obvioushomomorphism
SL2(C)
PSL2(k), of the naturalactionof PSL2(k) on P'(k). In particular,
an elementof
SL2(C) acts trivially
on Y? if and onlyifit is congruentto + 1 moduloS#.
In some of the argumentsbelow we will use the followingversionof the
extensiontheoremforvaluations.
THEOREM

1.2.3. Let F be a finitelygeneratedextensionof a field K. Let

w: K *-- Z be a valuation. Then thereexists a valuation v: F
v IK * = d w for some positive integerd.

*

Z such that

This is slightlymore generalthan the usual form[Jb] of the extension
theoremsince F is allowedto be a transcendental
extensionof K. For a proof
see, forexample,[M-S1,Lemma II.4.4]
If v and w are as in the above theoremwe will say that v is an extension
of w.
We will now considera 3-manifold
M as in the introduction
to the chapter,
and the associatedvarietiesR0, XO and XO definedin Section1.1. Let K be the
functionfieldof X0, whichwe have identified
withthatof X1, and let F be the
functionfieldof R1O.Since thereis a regularmap of RO onto X0, we mayregard
F as an extensionfieldof K.
1.2.4. Recall,fromSection1 of [C-SI], thatthereis a tautologicalrepresen-

tation P: 7r1(M) -> SL2(F) definedby

P()=[a
(7

[c

b]
d]

wherethe functionsa, b, c, and d are definedby
(Y)=

[a(p)
[c(p)

b(p)

1

d(p)J

forall p E ROI Note thatforanyelement-yof 7T1(M),thetraceof P(-y)is equal
to IY E K c F. Note thatsince pOis faithful,
P is also faithful.
1.2.5. An ideal point x of XO determinesa valuationw: K * - Z, which

can thereforebe extended to a valuation v: F *

->

Z. This valuation determines

an actionof SL2(F) on a treeT whichpullsback,underthe homomorphism
P,
to an actionof g,(M) on T. An actionconstructed
in thisway willbe said to be
associated to the ideal pointx.
(The construction
of this action depends on the choice of the extended
valuationv. However,the actiondefinesa translation
lengthfunctionwhichis
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shown in [M-S1] to be determinedby the ideal point x. In most cases the
translation
lengthfunctionessentially
determines
the action;see [C-M]. We will
not use thesefactshere.)
The following
proposition
is proved,in a slightly
different
setting,in [C-Si];
we indicatea prooffromthe pointof view of the presentpaper.
1.2.6. Let g71(M)X T -> T be an actionassociatedto an ideal
pointx. An elementy of 71(M)has a fixedpointin T if and onlyif IYx) 0 xc.
No pointof T is fixedby theentiregroupvn1(M).
PROPOSITION

Proof Let w and v be as in 1.2.5,and set (9 = (v. By 1.2.1, y has a fixed
pointin T if and onlyif P(y) belongsto a conjugateof PSL2((9) in PSL2(F).
Usingthe rationalcanonicalform(cf. [C-S1,Theorem2.2.1]) one sees thatthisis
equivalentto the conditionIy = traceP(y) E (9, whichis in turnequivalentto
I'yc Qw, i.e. IY(x) # ox. Since x is an ideal point,and sincethefunctionsIy for
y E 71(M) generatethe coordinateringof X0, (9 cannotcontainall of the Iy.
Thus no vertexof T is fixedby theentiregroupv71(M).
O
The final conclusion in the statementof Proposition 1.2.6 can be
as follows.
strengthened
Let vlT(M) x T -> T be an actionassociatedto an ideal
normalsubgroupof vT1(M)fixesa pointof T.
point. Thenno non-trivial
PROPOSITION 1.2.7.

The proofof Proposition1.2.7 dependson the following
lemma.
LEMMA 1.2.8. Let F be a fieldwithvaluationv and let F be a subgroupof
SL2(F). Suppose that F containsa normalsubgroupN, whichis not contained
in thecenterof SL2(F), butwhichis containedin a conjugateof SL2((9). Then
eitherthe traceof everyelementof F lies in (Q, or else F containsan abelian
subgroupof indexat most2.
Proof Assume that there exists -yoE F whose trace does not belong to T9.

In particular,tr(yo)# + 2. Thus, afterpossiblyreplacing F by a degree 2
extensionand extendingthevaluation,we mayassumethat yois diagonalizable
over F.
Consider the action of F on the tree T = TF. The fixedset TN of the
since N is containedin a conjugateof SL2((9). By [Se,
subgroupN is non-empty
p. 58], TN is a subtreeof T. Since N is normal,TN is invariantunder F.
Now let y be any conjugateof yo. Since y does not fixany vertexof T it
follows from [Se, p. 63, Prop. 24] that y has a unique axis A-Y.i.e. a subcomplex

of T whichis homeomorphic
to R and invariantundery. Moreover,any subtree
of T whichis invariantundery mustcontainAyeIn particular,AY C TN.
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Since y is diagonalizablein SL2(F) the axis AY can be describedexplicitly
of y. For each integern let sn
as follows.Considera basis { e, f } ofeigenvectors
tothelatticewithbasis{ T'xe,f }, where7ris a
be thevertexof T corresponding
generatorofthemaximalideal in (9.One checksdirectlythats is joinedto s + 1
by an edge en and thatthe unionof the en and the sn is a line in T whichis
invariantunderthe actionof y. Thus thisline is the axis AY
We claim that each element P of N is diagonal in the basis { e, f}.
In proving this we may assume that { e, f} is the standardbasis of F2.
We have seen that v fixesall of the verticesof A _yLet II denote the matrix

[7

?1] GL2(F),whichtakess0 to sn. Thusif P equals[a

each n E Z, we have thatfl-jvlfl=

[a

d

d],thenfor

fixess0 and therefore

belongsto SL2((9) by 1.2.1. Thereforeb = c = 0 so that P is diagonal,proving
the claim.
Since N is not containedin the centerof SL2((9) thereis at mostone basis
of F2 in which N is diagonal. Thereforeall of the conjugatesof y0 are
simultaneouslydiagonalizable.Thereforethere exist exactlytwo lines in F2
which are invariantunder everyconjugateof y0. Every elementof F either
them.It followsthat F has an abelian
keeps theselinesinvariantor interchanges
a
2.
of
at
most
subgroup index
Proofof Proposition1.2.7. Let F = P(7T1(M)) C SL2(F), where P is the
and F is thefunctionfieldof RO. Let v and w be as
tautologicalrepresentation
normalsubgroupof 7T1(M)whichfixes
in 1.2.4. Suppose thatthereis a non-trivial
and 'r1(M) is
a vertexof T; let N denoteits imageunderP. Since P is faithful
N cannotbe containedin the centerof SL2(F). By 1.2.1, N is
torsion-free,
containedin a conjugateof SL2(O9).
By Lemma 1.2.7,eithereveryelementof P(7T,(M)) has tracein (9vor F has
an abelian subgroupof index at most 2. The firstpossibilityimplies that
I,(x) $ x forall y in F. This is absurdsince x is an ideal point.The second
that 7T,(M) has an abelian subgroupof
possibilityimplies,since P is faithful,
the fact that the interiorof M is a hyperbolic
index at most 2, contradicting
a
manifoldoffinitevolume.
surfaces
1.3. Treesand incompressible
The resultsof this sectionare verysimilarto those of [C-SI, Section 2].
However,forthe applicationsin Section 1.6 of this chapterit is necessaryto
pointof view,suggestedby [M-S1]
stateand provethemfroma ratherdifferent
and [M-S2].
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We continueto workwith a manifoldM as in the introduction
to this
chapter.Let M denote the universalcover of M, and let p: M -* M be the
coveringprojection.Throughoutthissectionwe will suppose thatwe are given
an actionwithoutinversions
of 71(M) on a (simplicial)treeT. Let E denotethe
set of midpointsof edges in T.
Definition1.3.1. A properlyembeddedsurfaces in M is associatedto the
actionif thereexistsa 71(M)-equivariant
to
map 4: M -* T whichis transverse
E, and such that +-1(E) = p'-(S).
PROPOSITION 1.3.2. If S is a surfaceassociatedto theactionthen,foreach
componentD of M - S, the image of 71(D) in 71(M) is containedin the
stabilizerof a vertex.Thus if thereis no fixedpointfor the action thenany
associatedsurfaceis non-empty.

(Note thatthe above statementis consistentwiththe conventionsof 1.0.2,
since the set of vertexstabilizersin 71(M) is invariantunderconjugation.The
same commentappliesto Proposition1.3.4 below.)
Proof The image of 71(D) in 71(M) is the stabilizerof a componentof
p-'(D). The equivarianceimpliesthat it fixesa vertexof T. In particularif
S = 0 then71(M) fixesa vertexof T.
2
In studyingsurfacesassociatedto theactionof 71(M) on T it is convenient
to workwithan alternatecharacterization.
This will use an explicitformof the
in Section2 of [C-Si].
construction
1.3.3. As in [Sco-W]we considerthe asphericalcomplex X whichis the
quotientof M X T under the diagonal action of 71(M). This action realizes
M x T as the universalcover of Y. Thus there is a naturalisomorphism
between 7T,(M) and 7( ). The action of 7T,(M) on T pushes forwardto an
actionof 7(1(X) on T. If x is an edge or vertexof T thenthe stabilizerof x in
71(X) will be denoted 7, If e is an edge of T withmidpointm, we let Se
denotethe quotientof M X m under7e. If s is a vertexof T, Es willdenotethe
closed star of s in the barycentric
subdivisionof T. The quotientof M X ES
under 7s will be called Xs.Notice that the Ye are the componentsof the
bicollaredsubcomplex& = M X E/71(Y) of Jr.The complexes Xs are the
closuresof the componentsof Y- &.
In termsof the complex Y we can characterizethe surfacesassociatedto
actionsas follows.
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1.3.4. A surfaceS in M is associatedto the action of 71(M)
on T if and onlyif thereexistsa map 4: M --->XK,such that
between-71(M) and '71(6V) up to
(i) 4 inducesthenaturalisomorphism
conjugacy;
to &; and
(ii) 4 is transverse
PROPOSITION

(iii) S =

- 1(g).

Proof Given 4 as in 1.3.1,we maytake 4 to be inducedby theequivariant
map k X id fromM X T to T. Given 0 as in the statementof the lemma,4
by lifting4 to a map M -> M x T and composingwiththe
maybe constructed
2
projectionto T.
1.3.5. We recordhere some remarksabout the complex X that will be
needed in Section1.6. Supposethatr is a pointof S, and that F is a liftof r to
the universalcover M x T of X. Then F E M X e fora unique edge e. The lift

F determines an identificationof 7q1(A, r) with 771(J), which is the group of
we have 77(Y, r)
of M x T. Underthisidentification
coveringtransformations

and 77,(Ys r) = as, wheres is eithervertexadjacentto e.
Let S be a surfacein M. By a trivialregionforS we mean eithera closed
3-ballboundedby a componentof S or a closed regionof parallelismbetweena
of AM.
componentof S and a submanifold
=

7Te

1.3.6. Let S be a surfaceassociatedto theactionof 71(M) on
S along a
T. SupposethatS' is a surfaceobtainedfromS eitherby compressing
of S witha trivialregionforS. ThenS' is also
diskor by deletingtheintersection
associatedto theaction.
PROPOSITION

as in Proposition1.3.4.
Proof.Let S be definedby a map f: M ->
Suppose that S' is obtainedby compressingS alonga disk.Then by performing
surgeryon the map 4 (cf. [Hem,proofof Lemma6.5]), one obtainsa homotopic
= 5'. The conclusion
to & and such that(S)-1(&)
map 4' whichis transverse
thenfollowsfromProposition1.3.4.
of S witha
Next suppose that S' is obtainedby deletingthe intersection
trivialregionR forS. Thereis a map 4': M X-> F whichagreeswith4 outsidea
V of R and maps V into k- &. ClearlyS' is the pre-image
smallneighborhood
of & under 4', and 4' is homotopicto ?. The conclusionagain followsfrom
El

1.3.4.

COROLLARY1.3.7. Supposethatno pointof T is fixedby 7T1(M).Let S be a

surface associated to the action of 771(M) on T. Then thereis a sequence
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S

=

So,

S1

...,

Sn

in M, eachassociatedtotheaction,suchthat
ofsurfaces

or by deletingtheintersection
(i) Si+ 1 is obtainedfromSi by a compression
of Si witha trivialregionforSi; and
(ii) Sn is essential.
result(cf. [Hem, loc. cit.]) assertsthat,given
finiteness
Proof A well-known
there
any properlyembeddedsurfaceS in a compact,irreducible3-manifold,
existsa finitesequence of operationsof the typedescribedin (i) thatreplacesS
by a (possiblyempty)surfacewhose componentsare all incompressibleand
If S is associatedto the actionof 71(M) on T. Proposition1.3.6
non-peripheral.
assertsthat all the surfacesin the sequence are associatedto the action.If the
thusby
action has no fixedpointthenby 1.3.2 the finalsurfaceis non-empty;
[]
definition
it is essential.
1.3.8. Assumethatno pointof T is fixedby 71(M). Thenthere
if C is a
existsan essentialsurfacein M associatedto theaction. Furthermore,
connectedsubcomplexof dM such that the image of 71(C) in 71(M) is
containedin a vertexstabilizer,thenthe surfacemay be takento be disjoint
fromC.
PROPOSITION

X' be a map inducing
Proof Let 'Xfbe definedas in 1.3.3,and let 4: M
of fundamentalgroups(up to conjugacy).If C is a
the naturalisomorphism
connectedsubcomplexof AM suchthattheimageof 71(C) in 71(M) stabilizesa
vertexs of the tree,thenit followsfrom1.3.5 that 4 maybe takento map C
homotopywe may assumethat 4 is transverse
into Y, Aftera general-position
to &. Then by Proposition1.3.4, S = +-1(g') is a surfaceassociated to the
action. Clearly S n C = 0. The conclusionnow followsfromCorollary1.2.6
since the propertyof being disjointfrom C is obviouslypreservedunder
compressionand underdeletionofcomponents.
-

1.3.9. Let x be an ideal point of the curve X0 of SecPROPOSITION
elementin L such thatIe(a)(x) $ xo. Theneither
tion 1.1. Let a be a primitive
boundaryclass.
E L or else a is a strict
Ie(/i)(x) $ xo forall /(3
Proof Considerthe action of 71(M) on the tree associatedto the ideal
thereexists
point x. By 1.2.6 e(a) stabilizesa vertex.Thus,by the proposition,
an essentialsurfaceS associatedto the actionwhichis disjointfroma simple
a. It followsfromProposition1.2.7 that S is
closed curve in AM representing
then a is a strict
of M over S1. If AS is non-empty
not a fiberin any fibration
of T. Thus by
a
vertex
stabilizes
1.3.2,
class.
Otherwise,by
boundary
71(dM)
O
1.2.6 we have Ie(O3) * Xo forall /3in L.
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1.4. The norm
In thissectionwe proveProposition1.1.2,whichassertsthatthe degreeof
fa for a E& L is givenby a normon the vectorspace V = H1(dM; R), and that
the unit ball in thisnormis a finite-sided
polygonwhose verticesare rational
multiplesof strictboundaryclasses.The proofis based on a studyofthepoles of
the functionsfin
Let K denotethe functionfieldC(X0) = C(X0) of X0. If f is an element
of K and x is a pointof X0 wheref has a pole,thenwe denotetheorderofthe
pole by Hx(f). If f does not have a pole at x we set L1x(f) equal to 0. Note
that
degreef=

L

L1(f)

xeXo

Note also thatif a E L thenthe poles of ft all occurat ideal pointsof X0.
LEMMA

Ox: L

-*

1.4.1. For each ideal point x of 1o thereis a homomorphism

Z such that

14x(fa)= lx(a)l
forall a E- L.
F: ( M)o
Proof As in 1.2.4,we considerthetautologicalrepresentation
SL2(F), where F = C(RO). We regardF as an extensionfieldof K. Note that
P(w1(dM)) is an abelian subgroupof SL2(F), and that for 1 # y E wj(dM),
traceP(-y) = IY 0 2 sinceI. is non-constant
by 1.1.1.Hence thereis a degree-two
extensionE of thefieldF suchthatP is equivalent(via an innerautomorphism
P': rl(M)
of GL2(E)) to a representation
SL2(E) which restrictsto a
*
Z be thevaluationdefinedby
of rl(dM). Let w: K
diagonalrepresentation
Z such that
the ideal point x of X0. By 1.2.2, there is a valuation v: E*
*
=
d w forsome positiveintegerd.
v IK
Let us fixa basis al, a2 forthe latticeL. For i = 1 or 2, set
-

P(e(ai))=

[x

-]

where the Xi are elementsof E*. For any elementa = ma1 + na2 of L, we
have
Ie(a), =

trace P(e (a))

=

7lXn2+ XAmX-

Hence
fa = Ie2a)

-4

= (XAX
X

- X

XAn 2)
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But forany elementg of E, g not equal to 0, 1 or - 1, we have
min(o,v(g

-

-

g-')) =|v(g)|.

Thus

txt)=

flx((XXr2- m X-mn)2)
min(O,w((X7X4 2 - pm;pn)2))
-2

; ml - VmXn))
d min(O,v(;n2X

=
2

;2)

=

d|v(

=

2
dj|mv(Xl) + nv(X2)L1

The lemmafollowsupon settingOx(a) = (2/d)(mv(Xl) + nv(X2)).

0

Now foreach ideal point x of XO we extendthe homomorphism
ox given

=
by 1.4.1 to a linearfunction
EI(Dx(a)l
'DX: V -* R. For acE V we set Ihail

wherethe sumis takenoverall ideal pointsx of X0. We shallshowthat1
assertedin Proposition1.1.2.
normon V and has the properties

11is a

LEMMA1.4.2. For each a E L, Ihail= degreef.
Proof:We have

degreeI =
LEMMA1.4.3.

E

fla(f~) =

xE=X0o

x ideal

x(a) = IlalI.

is a norm.

Proof Since II1 is a sum of absolute values of linear functions,it is
Thus we need onlyshowthat hail 0 fora # 0.
and homogeneous.
sub-additive
to show
to homomorphisms
Since the functions(DXrestrict
ox: L -* Z, it suffices
thatif a is a non-zeroelementof L then hail 0O. Suppose that a is a non-zero
elementof L with tall= 0. Then by Lemma 1.4.2, fibwouldhave degreezero,
1.1.1.
0
i.e. wouldbe constant.Thus Ie(a) wouldbe constant,contradicting
polygonwhosevertices
LEMMA1.4.4. The unitball for II * II is a finite-sided
are rationalmultiplesof strictboundaryclasses in L.
Proof.Let J denotethe set of all ideal pointsx E X0 forwhichox is not
= ExEV11x(a)l. Hence each
identicallyzero. Then for a E- V we have hlail
vertexof the ball is containedin the zero set of one of the linear functions
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(Dx x J. But forx E J, (DXvanishesexactlyon a 1-dimensional
subspace of V
whichis spannedby an elementof L. Thus if X is a vertexof the unitball then
c = ra, where a is a primitiveelementof L such that 'Ix(Da)= 0 for some
= 0, which implies that
x E J. For such an element a we have fax(fa)
$ cx. But by the definition
exists
of
there
J
P3E L with Ix(fJ) =
IQ(x)
/ 0, and hence I:(x) = oc. By 1.3.9 this implies that a is a strict
boundaryclass. Since Iail is an integer,r mustbe rational.
L
fromLemmas1.4.2,1.4.3 and 1.4.4. L1
Proposition1.1.2followsimmediately
1.5. Zerosat ordinarypoints
This section and the next are devoted to the proofof Proposition1.1.3.
Recall that we are given a primitiveelement a of L which is not a strict
boundaryclass. In additionwe are given a point x of X0, and a non-zero
element8 of L. We mustshowthatif 7T,(M(a)) is cyclicthen Zx(fa) < Zx(f3)
In thissectionwe willtreatthecase wherex is an ordinary
point,and in Section
6 we will treatthe case wherex is an ideal point.
1.5.1. We denoteby XO the set of all ordinarypointsof X0, and we let P
v that
to XO of thebirationalequivalence X0 X0. Note
denote the restriction
at everypoint of XO. Thus we have a
is a regularmap, i.e. is well-defined
diagram:

Ro
It

XP

Xo

We shallprove:
PROPOSITION

1.5.2. Let x be a pointofXO, and assumethatZX(fo) > ZX(f^).

Then thereexistsa representation
p E Ro such that
(i) t(p) =(x);
(ii) the imagein PSL2(C) of thegroupp(7T,(M)) C SL2(C) is non-cyclic;
and
(iii) p(e(a)) = ?1.
Note that if there existsa p satisfying(ii) and (iii) then it induces a
of 7T,(M(a)) = 17T,(M):a = 1I onto a non-cyclicsubgroupof
homomorphism
PSL2(C), and thus 71(M(a)) cannotbe cyclic.Thus Proposition1.5.2 implies
Proposition1.1.3 forthe case of an ordinarypoint.
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The proofof Proposition1.5.2 willbe based on a studyof the normalization
of the varietyR0.
1.5.3. Recall,forexamplefrom[Shf,ChapterII, Section5], thata complex
closed in its
affinevarietyis said to be normalif its coordinateringis integrally
variety
variety,thereis a complexaffine
functionfield.If V is anycomplexaffine
to theintegralclosureof C[V] in C(V). Thus
V" such thatC[V"] is isomorphic
V" is normal.Furthermore,
thereis a naturalregularbirationalmap v: VPV V
if
realizingthe inclusionofC[V] in itsintegralclosure;and v is an isomorphism
[Shf,p. 116, Theorem6];
and only if V is normal.The map v is finite-to-one
hence forany subvarietyZ of V, the irreduciblecomponentsof v-1(Z) each
have the same dimensionas Z.
are functorialin the sense that if 4: V -4 W is a
These constructions
dominatingregularmap of affinevarietiesthenthereis a unique regularmap
A": VP - W ' makingthe diagram
vV

V

WV

v

commute.
The singularset ofa normalvarietyhas codimensionat least2 [Shf,p. 111,
Theorem3]. In particular,a normalcurveis smooth.Hence if V is an affine
this
curve thenVP is the curveobtainedfromV by resolvingits singularities;
justifiesthe notationof Proposition1.5.2.
of Ro we can now completethediagramof 1.5.1 to
Usingthenormalization
the commutativesquarebelow.
IRV

o

V

0

In orderto proveProposition1.5.2 it clearlysuffices
to showthatforevery
x E XO satisfying
Zx(f) > Zx(f3),thereis a point p E Ro such that tVP(k) = x
conditions(ii) and (iii) of 1.5.2. This assertionis
and such that p = v(p) satisfies
impliedby the nextthreeresults.
Let a and 8 be non-zeroelementsof L. Supposethatx
is a point of XO such that Zx(fa) > Z (f3). Then for every 3 E Ro with
p = v( 5) satisfiesp(e(a)) = ? 1.
tV(,3) = x, therepresentation
PROPOSITION

1.5.4.
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1.5.5. For everypoint x of XO thereis a dense subset U of
'(x) such thatforeveryrepresentation
p E v(U), theimageof p(77r,(M)) in
PSL2(C) is noncyclic.
PROPOSITION

(tv)

-

PROPOSITION 1.5.6. The map t': R' -- XO is surjective.

The remainderofthissectionis devotedto the proofsof Propositions1.5.4,
1.5.5, and 1.5.6. The proof of Proposition1.5.4 is based on the following
algebraiclemma,whichwillalso be used in Section1.6.
LEMMA 1.5.7. Let v be a discretevaluationof a fieldF. Let A and B be
commutingelementsof SL- (Ov) such that

v((traceA)2
ThenA

_

4) > v((trace B )2

4).

-

+ 1 (mod Xv).

Proof Since A and B commute,thereis an extensionfieldE of degreeat
most2 over F suchthatA and B have a commoneigenvector( in E2. By 1.2.3
we can extend v to a discretevaluationu of E. Aftermultiplying( by an
appropriateelementof E * we mayassumethat( is a primitive
elementof (9g.
Hence A and B are conjugatein GL2(0,) to matrices

[a a-10
>x

[0

and [b y]1
an

0

b-

1.5.8. Since A and B commutewe have ay + b -x = bx + aly.
(b

-

b-')x

= (a

-

Hence

a-')y.

On the other hand, (trace A)2 - 4 = (a -a- 1)2 and (trace B)2 - 4 =
(b - bV)2. Thus the hypothesisof the lemma implies that u(a - a)
>
u(b - b-). With5.8 thisgives
u(x)

2 u(x)

-

u(y)

= u(a

-

a-')

-

u(b

-

b-)

> 0.

The inequalityu(x) > 0 meansthat x is congruentto 0 moduloJU. We
? 1 (mod /U) It follows
also have u(a - a)
> 0, whichimpliesthat a
k
that A is congruentto + 1 modulo/1Uand therefore
moduloX/v.
Proofof Proposition1.5.4. Considera componentQ of the algebraicset
(tv)-l(x) C R' whichpasses throughthe point A of Ro. Since tC'is non-constant, Q has codimension1 in Ro. Since Ro is normal,its singularities
have
codimensionat least 2. In particular,
a genericpointof Q is a smoothpointof
R' . Thus, by [Shf,p. 128], Q determinesa discreterank 1 valuation v of
F = C(RO) = C(1Ri). A non-zerofunctionin F is containedin (9 ifand onlyif
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its divisorof poles does not containQ; it is containedin YA', if and onlyif its
divisorof zeros does containQ. Let K = C(Xo) = C(QX) and let w denotethe
by x. Since t(Q) = x, it is clear that (v n K = (9,
valuationof K determined
Thus thereis an integerd such that VIK* = d w.
forany h E C[Ro],
1.5.9. Note that C[Ro] c C[R1i] c (U. Furthermore,
regardingh as a functionon R0, we have
ho P = 0 on Q - h = 0 on v(Q).
h ev
As in 1.2.3,we considerthetautological
P: 771(M)-> SL2(F).
representation
Recall that
)2
fa = Ie(

-

similarly
fa = (trace P(e(8)))2
Zx(fa)

-

= W(fa)

4 = (traceP(e(a)))2 - 4;
4. Since x is an ordinarypointwe have
=

d

v((trace P(e(a)))2

- 4).

Likewise,
Zx(f3)

=

d. v((trace P(e(8)))2

-

4).

Thus the hypothesisof Proposition1.5.4 implies
v((trace P(e(a

)))2

-

4) > v((trace P(e(8)))2 - 4).

By Lemma 1.5.7 we have P(e(a)) = ? 1 (mod wf )
By the definitionof the tautologicalrepresentationP, the entries of
the matrixp(e(a)) are obtainedby evaluatingthe entriesof P(e(a)) at the
point p E Rol The entriesof P(e(a)) are elementsof C[Ro] C (9v. Since
? 1 (mod Sv) and since p E v((Q),observation1.5.9 impliesthat
P(e(a))=
p(e(a))

= + 1.

E

The proofof Proposition1.5.5 is based on:
LEMMA 1.5.10. Let x be a point of X0. Let Z denote the set of all
p E t-'(x) such that the image of p(771(M)) in PSL2(C) is
representations
cyclic. Then Z is containedin a countableunionof algebraicsubsetsof t- 1(x),
each of dimensionat most2.

Proof. We consider the countable set X= {kerp: p E Z } of normal
subgroupsof 771(M).For each Ne A"', set YN= {p E t-1(x)Ip(N) = {1}}.
Clearlyeach YN is a closed algebraicsubsetof t-'(x), and Z C UN J=YN. We

shall provethe lemmaby showingthateach YN has dimensionat most2.
Let N E X be given.Then 771(M)/N has a centralsubgroupof orderat
most 2 with a cyclic quotientD. Let y denote an elementof 771(M)which
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projectsto a generatorof D. Then a representation
p E YN is uniquelydeterminedby the matrixp(y) and by the image of the centralsubgroup.The
image of the centralsubgroupis either{1 } or { ? 1}. Furthermore,
for any
E
=
YN'
the
trace
of
p(y)
is
TN
Thus
there
is
a
finite-to-one
regular
map
p
IY(x).
fromYN to the set of matricesof trace TN in SL2(C). Since the latterset has
dimensionat most2, so does YN.
El
Proofof Proposition1.5.5. Firstnote that RO containsthe discretefaithful
representationpo. Since intM has finitevolume, po is irreducible.Hence by
[C-SI, Corollary1.5.3] we have dimRO - dimX0 = 3; i.e. dimRO = 4. Since
R. is birationally
equivalentto Ro, it also has dimension4. It followsthatforany
point x E X0, the componentsof (tv)-'(x) are each of dimensionat least 3.
(Actually, since R'

is irreducible and t ': R'

--

X0 is non-constant, these

componentsare all of dimensionexactly3.)
By Lemma 1.5.10, there is a countable collectionof algebraic subsets
,A
A
... of utA,
1(v(x)), each ofdimensionat most2, suchthatUi, 1Ai contains
everyrepresentation
p forwhichthe image of p(771(M))in PSL2(C) is cyclic.
We set U = (t)- 1(x) - Ui,1P-'(Ai).
By 1.5.10, each of the sets P-'(Ai)
dimension at most 2. Hence U is dense in (t V) - 1(x).

has
u

The proofof 1.5.6 is a refinement
oftheproofofProposition1.4.4 of [C-SI].
It is based on thefollowing
lemma,whichis similarto a resultdeduced in [C-SI]
fromthe "BurnsideLemma." Here we offera more geometricproofwhichis
extractedfrom[M-SI].
LEMMA 1.5.11. Let F be a fieldand let v: F *
Z be a discretevaluation.
Suppose that F is a finitelygeneratedsubgroupof SL2(F) such thatfor each
g E F trace g E (9. Then F is conjugatein GL2(F) to a subgroupof SL2((9).

Proof:(cf. [M-SI, 11.3.17]).By considering
the rationalcanonicalform,one
sees thateach elementof F is conjugatein GL2(F) to an elementof SL2((9).
Thus, by 2.1, under the action of SL2(F) on the tree T determinedby the
valuation v, each elementof F fixesa vertex.Accordingto [Se, Cor. 3 to
Prop. 26], if a finitely
generatedgroupacts on a treeso thateach elementfixesa
vertex,thenthereis a vertexwhichis fixedby theentiregroup.Thus F stabilizes
a vertexof the treeT, and henceby 1.2.1 is conjugatein GL2(F) to a subgroup
of SL2((9).
We will also need an elementary
factfromalgebraicgeometry.
A valuation
v ofthefunctionfieldC(V) ofan affine
varietyV willbe said to be supportedin
V if C[V] C Ov
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closedin
1.5.12. Recall thatforanyvaluationv ofa fieldF, 0V is integrally
F. Hence a valuationof C(V) = C(VV) is supportedin V if and only if it is
supportedin V>.
regularmap from
LEMMA 1.5.13. Supposethat f: V -> C is a non-constant

a complexaffinevarietyto a complexaffinecurve.RegardC(V) as an extension
by
of C(C). Let x be a smoothpointof C and letw be thevaluationdetermined
x. Assumethatw extends(in thesenseof Section2) to a discretevaluationof
C(V) supportedin V. Thenx is in theimageof p.
Proof.Note that J=

I1 n C[C] is the ideal of functionsin C[C] that

vanishat x. Hence thealgebraicsubset?-'(x) of V is definedby theideal

J. C[V]. Hence in orderto provethat x is in the image of 4, it is enoughto
show that _s C[V] is a properideal in C[V].
w extendsto a valuationv ofC(V) whichis supportedin V.
By hypothesis,
C
We have C[V]
(v and f0c #w C #v. Hence f. C[V] is containedin #v
E
proper.
and is therefore

Proofof Proposition1.5.6. Let x be a point of XO and let w denote the
by x. By Theorem1.2.3, w extendsto
valuationof C(XO) = C(X') determined
some valuationv ofC(RO). As in 1.2.4,we considerthe tautologicalrepresentation P: 7r1(M)-* SL2(F). For each y E 7r1(M)we have

traceP(y) = I

E

C [X0] C OwCO.

Hence by Lemma 1.5.11, there is an element A of GL2(F) such that
A - P(71(M)) A 1 c SL2(O9). Using A we definea rationalmap A: Ro
Ro
of
as follows.If a is an elementof GL2(C) thenlet i. denotethe automorphism
SL2(C) givenby ia(() = ala-'.
denote the matrix[a(p)

b(p)

]

If A = [a

b]thenforp E Ro let A(p)

CL2(C). We thenset A(p)

= 'A(p) op.

a rationalmap 4,: RK -K RK.
Since v: RK R is birational,A determines
diagramsof rationalmaps:
commutative
Moreover,we have the following
0

of R' whichis the closureof the imageunder
Let L denotethe subvariety
4/.
rational
to a dominating
Thus 4' co-restricts
of theset ofregularpointsof
map A: R~ -* L. We willshowthatx E t"(L); thiswillcompletetheproofthat
tp is surjective.

4V
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Since I is dominating,
it inducesa homomorphism
C(L) -- C(QRO)which
may be used to pull the valuationv back to a valuationu on C(L). The
commutativediagram
0
X tv

av

t"I

givesriseto the commutative
diagram

F
tX

C(L)
K

1(tf lL)*

offunctionfields.This showsthatu is an extensionof w. Thus by Lemma 1.5.13
we need onlyshowthat u is supportedin L.
Note that the coordinatering C[RO] is generatedby the entriesof the
matricesP(y) for y E 771(M). Since iA(P(07l(M))) c SL2(Ov), it followsthat
4*(C[R1]) C (U. Since a discretevaluationringis integrallyclosed we have
i
A *(C[R ]) C (v9.In particular
*(C[L]) C (C or equivalently
C[L] C (u
1.6. Zeroesat ideal points
In thissectionwe completetheproofofProposition1.1.3. In Section1.5 we
gave the proofin the case wherethe point x E X0 in the hypothesisof 1.1.3 is
an ordinarypoint.In the case wherex is an ideal pointof X0, the conclusionof
1.1.3 followsimmediately
fromthe following
result:
PROPOSITION 1.6.1. Let x be an ideal pointof XO. Let a and 8 be non-zero
elementsof L. Supposethata is primitive
and is nota strictboundaryclass, and
that
ZX(fa)

>

ZJ(fA)

Then there is a closed surface in M which is incompressiblein M(a). In
particular7( M( a)) is notcyclic.
The proofof Proposition1.6.1 will occupy thisentiresection.Throughout
the section,we considera fixedideal point x and fixedelementsa and 8 of L
whichsatisfythe hypothesesof 1.6.1.
1.6.2. In particular
we have Zx(fa) > 0, and hence Ie(a)(x) is finite.Since a
is not a strictboundaryclass,it followsfromProposition1.3.9 thatIe(O)(X) / x
forall P3E L.
Next we consideran actionof gj(M) on a tree T associatedto the ideal
point x. Recall thatby 1.2.6,no pointof T is fixedby 771(M).Thus, it follows
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Since forevery
from1.3.2 thatanysurfaceassociatedto theactionis non-empty.
we have Ig(x) # so, each elementof '7T1(dM) fixessomepointof T.
Hence by [Se, Cor. 3 to Prop. 26], thereis one vertexof T whichis fixedby
followsfromProposition1.3.8 thatthereis a closed surface
1(AM). It therefore
associatedto the actionof gj(M) on T.
The methodofproofof 1.6.1 is to showthatin the set of all closed surfaces
in M whichare associatedto the actionof 71(M) on T, thereis one whichis
in M( a).
incompressible
If S is a closed surfacethenwe define

g E 7Tl(dM)

X- (S) = E

- X(Si)

wherethe sum is takenoverall componentsSi of S whichare not2-spheres.We
denoteby #(S) thenumberofcomponentsof S. The complexity
of S is the pair
c(S) = (X- (S), #(S)), whichwillbe regardedas an elementoftheset N X N of
ordering.
pairsof non-negative
integerswiththe lexicographic
1.6.3. Amongall closedsurfacesassociatedto the actionof 71(M) on T we
fixone, S, of minimalcomplexity.
The rest of this sectionwill be devoted to
in M(a). This will complete the proofof
provingthat S is incompressible
Proposition1.6.1.
The firststep is easy:
LEMMA 1.6.4. The surfaceS is essentialin M. In particulareverycomponentof S has genusgreaterthan 1.

Proof.We have observedthata surfaceassociatedto theactionof 1(M) on
T is non-empty.If some componentof S is a 2-sphereor a boundary-parallel
surface,thenit followsfrom1.3.6 thatthereis a surfacewhichis associatedto
the action and whichis obtainedfromS by deletingone or morecomponents.
This contradictsthe minimality
of c(S).
disk D forS. By 1.3.6,the surface
Now supposethatthereis a compressing
S' obtained by compressingS along D is associated to the action. If the
componentSO of S containing3D has genus greaterthan 1, then x (S') <
of c(S) is contradicted.If So is a torusthen
X- (S), and again the minimality
c(S') = c(S), and some componentof S' is a 2-sphere.By 1.3.6 we can then
produce an associatedsurfaceby deletingone or morecomponentsof S. Again
thiscontradictsthe minimality
of c(S).
This provesthatS is essential.Since M containsno essentialtori,it follows
thateverycomponentof S has genusgreaterthan1.
c]
The main step in the proofthat S is incompressiblein M(a) uses the
of the actionof gj(M) on T.
followingstrongproperty
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LEMMA1.6.5. Let s be any vertexof T whichis fixedby 71(3M)
Then theelemente(a) of 1( 3M) acts triviallyon the linkof s in T.

C

7T(M).

(Note thatifthesubgroup71(3M) and theelementa are conjugatedby an
elementof 71(M), the truthof the above statementis unaffected.Thus the
statementis consistentwiththe conventions
of 1.0.2.)
Proof.Let w denotethevaluationof K = C(X0) definedby theideal point
x of X0. Since by 1.6.2, I,(x) and I,(x) are finite,
we have w(f,) = Zx(ff) and
w(f;) = Zx(f;). Accordingto 1.2.5, the tree T is definedin termsof some
extensionv of w to F = C(RO). There is a positive integer d such that
vIK* = d

w.

The action of 71(M) on T is definedby the tautologicalrepresentation
P: 71(M) -* SL2(F). The verticesof T are equivalenceclasses of (9v-lattices
in
F2. Since GL2(F) acts transitively
on the verticesof T, we may assume after
conjugationby an elementof GL2(F) thatthe givenvertexs is the class of the
standardlattice (v2.By 1.2.1 the stabilizerof thisvertexin SL2(F) is SL2( v).
Thus the hypothesisof thelemmaimpliesthatP(7T1(3M)) C SL2( v)
The hypothesisof Proposition1.6.1 gives
v((trace P(e(a)))2

-

4) = d w(I2

-

4)

= d w(f.)

= d ZX(fa)
> d Zx(f;) = v((trace P(e(8)))2

-

4).

Since P(e(a)) and P(e(8)) commute,Lemma 1.5.7 implies P(e(a))
+ 1 (mod /v) By 1.2.2 thisis equivalentto sayingthate(a) acts trivially
on the
linkof s.
cz
1.6.6. Proofof Proposition1.6.1. As observedearlierit suffices
to showthat
S is incompressible
in M(a). The proofwill proceedby contradiction.
Assume
that S is compressiblein M(a). Since S has no spherecomponentsby Lemma
disk D forS in M(a).
1.6.4, theremustexista compressing
Recall that M(a) is obtainedfromM by attachinga solidtorusJ along 3M
so thatthe boundaryof a meridiandiskin J represents
thehomologyclass a in
3M. We may suppose D to be chosen so thateach componentof D n) J is a
meridiandisk. Thus P = D r M is a planar surfacewhose boundarycomponents are c = 3D and simple closed curves a1,..., ak representing
the homologyclass a in 3M.
We shall denote by N the closureof the componentof M(a) - S that
contains 3M. Let V be a regularneighborhood
of D in M(a) whichmeetsJ in
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a regularneighborhood
of D rnJ in J.ConsiderthesurfaceQ in M(a) obtained
by compressingS along D, using the neighborhoodV: Explicitlywe have
Q = (S U dV) - int(S n dV).
1.6.7. Since by Lemma 1.6.4, everycomponentof S has negativeEuler
characteristic,
and since Q is obtained fromS by a compression,we have
X_(Q) < X_(S). Set Q = Q n M. Thus Q- is obtainedfromS by replacing
an annularneighborhood
of w by two parallelcopies of P.
Claim 1.6.8. The surfaceQ- C M is associated to the action of w1(M)
on T.
Proofof claim. We considerthe complex X determinedby the action as
in 1.3.3. Recall thatthereis a naturalisomorphism
betweenthe groups'71(M)
and g,(k) of coveringtransformations.
By Proposition1.3.4 thereis a map
= S, and whichinducesthe
4: M ---X' whichis transverse
to & with
?-1(g)
naturalisomorphism
up to conjugation.
We now fixbase points q E co c ScNc
M and r=4)(q) c S. Any
choice of liftsq and F of q and r determinesidentifications
of 7T,(M) with
7T1(M,
q) and of 7T,(,) with7T,(X,r). We maychoose qcand F so thatin terms
of these identifications,
r) is the naturalisomorphism
4)*: 71(M, q) --(*,
between g7l(M)and 7T,(*). By 1.3.5,thereis an edge e of T with+(S) C Se
and

7T1(J*

r) =

7Te. There

is a vertex s incident to e such that +(N)

C Jf;

again by 1.3.5 we have 7T,(6s,r) = gs
Also AM C N. Hence up to conjugacyin 7T1(N,
q), there is a natural
)
of grl(
identification
dM)) is a
dM) witha subgroupof gr,(
N, q). Thus 0*(7(
subgroupof 7,(J*s,r) definedup to conjugacyin 7T,(*s, r). Since 7T,(Ys,r) fixes
the vertexs of T, it followsfromLemma 1.6.5 thateveryconjugateof 4*(e(a))
in 7T,(Ys, r) acts triviallyon the link of s.

All but one of theboundarycomponentsof the planarsurfaceP are curves
in 3M C N whichrepresentthe conjugacyclass of e(a) in 7r1(N,
q). Hence if
0: P -* N denotesthe restriction
of 4), then 0*(7T,(P,q)) is containedin the
normalclosureof >*(e(a)) in 71(Xs). Therefore)*(7T,(P,q)) acts triviallyon
the linkof s. In particular,O*(7T1(P,
q)) C ge = g1(X*, r). Since Yk is asphericonstantona,
cal, thisimpliesthatthereexistsa homotopy0: P X [0,1] -*)
such thate0 = 6 and E1(P) C iVe.Such a homotopye can clearlybe extended
to a homotopyF: M x [0,1] X, constantoutsidea smallneighborhood
of V
in N, such that (D = 4 and Ip'(D k) = S U aV. Furthermore,4D1can be
perturbed to a map A: M

X->

"', transverseto &, such that

-1(g)
A=

4 is homotopicto 4 it thenfollowsfromProposition1.3.4 thatQ

the action.
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We now applyCorollary1.3.7 to the surfaceQ- . This givesa sequence of
- Qj ,..., Q-, each associated to the action of 7r1(M) on T.
surfaces Q- =
Each Qt-?
1is obtainedfromQj by compressingalonga diskor deletingcertain
components.Furthermore,
Qn-is essentialin M. For each i we clearlyhave
C
c

Q.

In particular,
thehomology
mustrepresent
anyboundarycomponentof Qnclass a in L. Note also that,since Q- is associatedto the actionof 71(M) on T,
of M
it followsfromProposition1.2.7 that Qn- cannotbe a fiberin a fibration
over S1. Since a is not a strictboundaryclass it followsthat Q is closed.
Next we definea closed surfaceQj in M(a) by addingmeridiandisksof J
to the boundarycomponentsof QJ.We have Q0= Q and Qn= Qn.
Note also that Qi+1is obtainedfromQj eitherby surgeryon a (possibly
trivial)simpleclosed curveor by deletingcertaincomponents.Hence

x (Qo) = X (Q)
x (Qn) < x- (Qn-1)
which with 1.6.7 gives x- (Qn) < x (S), and hence c(Qn) < c(S). But Qn=

of
theminimality
Q- is a closed surfaceassociatedto theaction.This contradicts
in M(a) is false,and
c(S). Hence the assumptionin 1.6.6 thatS is compressible
the proofofProposition1.6.1is complete.
[2
Chapter2
2.0. Introduction
such that 3M is a
Let M be a compact,connected,irreducible3-manifold
torus.In lightof Theorem1.0.1,we shallbe concernedin thischapterwiththe
case ofthe CyclicSurgeryTheoremin whicheitherM containsan essentialtorus
or one of r, s is a strictboundaryslope.To statethetheoremthatwe shalluse to
we need the followingstandarddefinition.
Let V
deal withthe firstpossibility,
be a solid torus.A cable space is the complementof an open tubularneighborhood of a (p, q)-cable of the core of V, where p, q are coprimeintegerswith
q > 2.
2.0.1. If M containsan essentialtorusS which compressesin
M(r) and M(s), theneitherA(r, s) < 1 or S and AM cobounda cable space
in M.
THEOREM

is a Haken manifoldifit is irreducibleand
A closed,connected3-manifold
contains an incompressiblesurface.A lens space is a closed 3-manifoldof
Heegaard genus 1 whose fundamentalgroup is finite(cyclic). (Thus S3 and
S1 x S2 are excluded.)
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The nexttwo theorems,
togetherwithAddendum2.0.4, establishthe Cyclic
in
Theorem
the
case
whereone of the givenslopesis a strictboundary
Surgery
slope.
THEOREM 2.0.2. Supposethat dimH1(M; Q) > 1. If M(r) and M(s) have
cyclicfirsthomologygroupsand are notHaken manifoldsthenA(r, s) < 1.
THEOREM

2.0.3. Supposethat dimH1(M; Q) = 1. If r is a boundaryslope,

theneither
(i) M(r) is a Hakenmanifold;or
(ii) M(r) is a connectedsum of two lensspaces; or
(iii) M contains a closed incompressible
surface which remainsincompressiblein M(s) wheneverA(r, s) > 1; or
(iv) M fibersoverS1 withfibera planarsurfacehavingboundaryslope r.
We remarkthatpossibility
(iv) was overlookedin the statementof Proposition 2 of the announcement
[CGLS]. Note thatin thatcase M(r) is homeomorphic to S' x S2, whichhas cyclicfundamental
group.However,we have the
followingaddendumto Theorem2.0.3.
Addendum2.0.4. In case (iv) of Theorem2.0.3, if r is a strictboundary
slope thenconclusion(iii) holdsalso.
The chapteris organizedas follows.In Sections2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 we takethe
firststeps towardsprovingTheorem2.0.3. We startwithan essentialsurfaceF
in M havingboundaryslope r, and considerthecorresponding
closed surfaceF
in M(r). We show that if F is suitablychosen,then eitherF is an incompressiblesurfaceof positivegenusand conclusion(i) holds;or F is a separating
2-spherewhich decomposesM as a connectedsum of two lens spaces, giving
conclusion(ii); or F is a non-separating
2-sphereand conclusion(iv) holds;or M
containsa closed essentialsurfaceS, disjointfromF, with certainadditional
properties.The maintool used is a mildextensionof a resultof Jaco [J]giving
conditionsunder which the additionof a 2-handleto a 3-manifoldyields a
manifoldwithincompressible
boundary.This workis begun in Section2.1, and
in
in
Section
the
case that F has positivegenus,and in Section
completed
2.2,
2.3, in the case that F is planar.
To completethe proofof Theorem2.0.3, we need to show thatthe closed
in M(s) wheneverA(r, s) > 1. More genersurfaceS remainsincompressible
we
consider
the
For
whichslopes r does a givenclosed essential
ally,
question:
surfaceS in M compressin M(r)? To studythis,we assume that thereexist
compressingdisksforS in M(r) and M(s), say,and carryout a graph-theoretic
ofthetwocorresponding
analysisof theintersection
planarsurfacesin M. In the
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case that S is a torus,thisleads to Theorem2.0.1. (An earlierresultalong these
lines was obtainedby Litherland[L], who used the same generalapproach.)A
verysimilarargumentprovesTheorem2.0.2. Here, if M(r) and M(s) are not
Haken manifolds,then,since theyhave positivefirstBetti number,theyeach
contain a 2-spherewhich does not bound a 3-ball,and we apply the same
to
of the two planar surfacesin M corresponding
analysisto the intersection
these 2-spheres.Again,an earlierresultalong theselineswas provedin [Gr-L].
the graph-theoretic
analysisused to proveTheorems2.0.1 and 2.0.2,
By refining
on the generalquestionofwhena closedessentialsurface
we obtaininformation
makinguse of the special propertiesof
in M compressesin M(r). In particular,
the surfaceS thatarisesin the proofof Theorem2.0.3, we show thatit satisfies
conclusion(iii).
Section 2.4 containsthe statementsof the resultsthat we prove on the
questionof when a closedessentialsurfacecompressesunderDehn surgery.We
also showin thatsectionhow Theorems2.0.1 and 2.0.2 followfromtheseresults.
In Section 2.5 we set up the graph-theoretic
machinerythatwe will use in the
proofs,and establishsomebasic connectionsbetweenthe graphtheoryand the
propositionsthatwe require,
topology.We also statethe main graph-theoretic
and show how theyimplythe theoremsstatedin Section2.4 and enable us to
completethe proofof Theorem2.0.3, as well as prove Addendum2.0.4. The
main graph-theoretic
analysisis carriedout in Section2.6, in whichwe provethe
propositionsstatedin Section2.5. AfterTheorems1.0.1, 2.0.1, 2.0.2 and 2.0.3,
and Addendum2.0.4, the proofof the Cyclic SurgeryTheoremreduces to a
considerationof manifoldswhich contain cable spaces. This is discussed in
Section2.7. Finally,in Section2.8, we give a proofof Corollary7.
2.1. Dehn surgeryalonga boundaryslope
In this and the next two sections M will be a compact, connected,
irreducible3-manifold,
suchthat dM is a torusand dimH1(M; Q) = 1.
We wish to analyzeM(r) in the case thatr is a boundaryslope. To do this
we consideran essentialsurfaceF in M withboundaryslope r whichis minimal
in an appropriatesense,and studythe handledecompositions
of certainassociM
ated submanifolds
of and M(r). We beginthisanalysisin thepresentsection,
and refineit in Sections2.2 and 2.3, whichtreatthe cases that F is non-planar
we will show that eitherF is non-planar
and planar respectively.
Specifically,
and conclusion(i) of Theorem2.0.3 holds,or F is planarand eitherconclusion
sur(ii) or (iv) of Theorem2.0.3 holds,or M containsa closed incompressible
face S with certainproperties.Sections2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are devoted largely
to showing that this surface S remains incompressiblein M(s) whenever
A(r, s) > 1. This is conclusion(iii) of Theorem2.0.3.
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It will be convenientto introducethe followingnotation.If S is a surface,
and C1,.. ., Cn are disjointsimpleloops in S thena(S; U n Ci) will denote the
surfaceresultingfromsurgeryon S along C1,..., Cn.
If Q is a 3-manifold,
and C1, .., Cn are disjointsimpleloops in aQ, then
T(Q; Un Ci) will denote the 3-manifold
obtainedby attaching2-handlesto Q
along disjointregularneighborhoods
of C1,..., Cn.
Note thatif C1,.C..,C C S C a Q, thena(S; U>n Ci) C dr( Q; U n=1Ci).
The followinghandleadditionlemmawillplay a keyrolein our analysisof
M(r).
2.1.1. Let Q be an irreducible3-manifold,S a surfacein 3Q which
is compressible
in Q, and C a simpleloopin S such thatS - C is incompressible
in Q. Suppose that a(S; C) is not a 2-sphere.Then T(Q; C) is irreducibleand
a(S; C) is incompressible
in T(Q; C).
LEMMA

In the formstated,thisis provedin [C-G]. See also [J],[Jo],[P], [Schl], and
[D-S].
By a compressionbody we shall mean a cobordismW (rel d) between
surfaces3+ W and d W suchthatW 3_ + W x I U 2-handlesU 3-handlesand
and a_W is
d_ W has no 2-spherecomponents.It followsthatW is irreducible
incompressiblein W. If Q is an irreducible3-manifold
and F is a surfacein
a Q, then there is a maximalcompressionbody W C Q with a+W = F,
whichis uniqueup to isotopy.(See [Bo, ?2].) The innerboundaryof W is F- =
d_ W U dF X I. Thus dF- = dF, and F- is incompressible
in Q.
There is a disjointunion of disks (D*, 3D*) C (Q, F) such that,for a
regularneighborhoodN( D *) of D * compatiblewitha collarAQ x I of AQ in
Q. we have W = F X I U N(D*) U 3-handles.Note that Fc(F; AD*)
withall 2-spherecomponentsremoved.
Our assumptionthatdimH1(M; Q) = 1 impliesthat H2(M) = 0. It follows
that if (G, aG) c (M, 3M) is a non-separating
surfacethen [3G] 0 0 in
H1( 3M), and hence,by successively
tubingadjacentoppositelyorientedcomponents of d G and then compressing,we obtain an essentialnon-separating
surface(GC aG) c (M, 3M) suchthat acG 0 and all components
of aG,
when giventhe orientations
inducedby some orientation
of G, are homologous
on 3M.
Now let r be a boundaryslope on AM, and let (F, dF) C (M, AM) be an
essentialseparatingsurfacewithboundaryslope r, suchthateach componentof
F has non-empty
boundary,and such thatthe numberof componentsof 3F is
minimalsubjectto theseconditions.Thus F eitheris connectedor has exactly
In the lattercase we shall
two components,each of which is non-separating.
assume (as we may withoutloss of generality)that F consistsof two parallel
surfaceG, which (by the argumentgiven in the
copies of a non-separating
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previousparagraph)necessarily
has all itsboundarycomponentsorientedcoherentlyon A9M.Note that[F, 9F] = 0 in H2(M, AM).
We shall referto the two cases describedabove as the connectedand
disconnectedcases, respectively.They will for the most part be treated in
parallel;the maindivergenceoccurswhen F is planar.
Note thatthe disconnectedcase can onlyoccurwhen r is the unique slope
thatcorresponds
to an elementin thekernelofthemap H1(AM;Q) -. H1(M; Q).
The manifoldobtainedby cuttingM along F has two components,X and
X', say. (In the disconnectedcase, X' (say) is homeomorphic
to G X I.) The
numberof componentsof dF is even,say 2n (n ? 1), and thesecomponentscut
AM into parallelannuli Al, . ., An) A'1 . . ., A'nsuch that AX= F U Un lAi,
AX' = F U Un~ A'. Note thateach of AX and AX' has, in the connectedcase,
genus f + n, wheref is the genusof F, and in the disconnectedcase, genus
2g + (n-1),
where g is the genus of G. Let Ci, Ci' be a core of Ai, A'.
respectively.Regardingthe solid torus J as the union of 2n 2-handleswith
attaching regions Al,..., An A I .. . A1, we see that M(r)= M U J
T(X; UU iCi)UT(X';

Un lCiG)

=

XUpX',

say, where F =

AX= AX' is

the

closed surfaceobtainedfromF by cappingoffaF withmeridiandisksof J.
For l<ionlet
aX; so aF,=UU aA.I Let Vi bea
F7=FUAic
maximal compressionbody for Fi in X. The inner boundaryof Vi,Fi, is
incompressiblein X. Since M = XUFX' and F is incompressiblein M, it
followsthat Fi- is also incompressible
in M. Since the numberof boundary
componentsof Fi- is 2(n - 1), our assumptionon F implies that every
separatingcomponentof Fi- with non-empty
boundaryis a boundary-parallel
annulus. Furthermore, since [Fi- , aFi-] = [Fi, d Fi] = [F, 8F] = 0 in
H2(M, AM) (and H2(M, dM) - Z), the numberof non-separating
components
of Fi- is even. It followsthatif Fi- has a non-separating
componentthenit has
one with at most (n - 1) boundarycomponents.Since, as noted above, any
non-separating
surfacein M has non-empty
boundary,takingtwo parallelcopies
of such a componentwould contradictour minimality
assumptionon F. We
conclude that Fi- consistsof (n - 1) annuli,each parallelinto AM, together
withsome closed surface(possiblyempty)in intX. Let B be one of the annuli.
Since B separatesM, and intB r) Fi = 0, and Fi is connected,it followsthat
dB = dA1 forsome j 0 i. We maytherefore
numberthe annuli Bi'), j #*i, so
thatdB 'P =aA (y#).
LEMMA 2.1.2. For 1 ? i ? n, thereexistdisjoint disks E(J) in X, j 0

such that aE
k # i or j.

i,

P meetsC. transversely
in a singlepointand is disjointfromCk if
~

Proof Fix i, 1 < i < n, and recall the annuli B
j / i. Each B P is
parallelinto a M. Let U. be thesolidtorusrealizingthisparallelism.
Then U. c X
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(otherwiseF C U ), dU. = A1 U B P, and the U. are disjoint.Choose a meridian
diskof U7withboundarya1 U /,3,wherea1,,/3 are spanningarcs of the annuli
? Fi X I U 2-handlesU 3-handles;dually, Vi
A1, B~1( respectively.Now Vi
a_ V. x I U 0-handlesU 1-handles.An isotopyof i,3(rel8) in BO) will move it
offthe disksthatconstitutethe attachingregionsof the 1-handles,and then a
of 8 Vi X I) willtakeit
further
isotopy(rel a) in Vi(usingtheproductstructure
isotopyand extensionof the chosen
to an arc 3'i in Fi C AX. A corresponding
meridiandisk of Uj givesa disk E i) in X with 3Eii = 1 UP. These disks
E5i), j # i, satisfytheconditionsstated.
Let Wi be the(possiblypunctured)compression
bodyin X witha+ Wi = AX

defined
by Wi= AXx I U N(UIiEWP),whereN(UPIE'i)) is a suitableregu-

_
lar neighborhood
ofUj E IP. Thus dWi is thedisjointunionof dX and W8
where d_Wi is a (closed) connectedsurfacewhich,in the connectedcase, has
genus f + 1, and, in the disconnectedcase, genus2g. Hence Wi is a compresin whichcase X = Wi U 3-ballis
sionbodyunlessF is planarand disconnected,
a handlebody of genus n - 1.

LEMMA2.1.3. For 1 < i < n, r(Wi,UiC1)

- d W. x I

to C1 with
Proof.This followsby cancelingthe 2-handlecorresponding
LI
E$1i),j # i.
For O < k < n, let Xk = (X;U>kC ). Thus X0 = X, and X" = X. We
shall apply the followinglemma with k = n - 1 in Section 2.2, and with
k = n - 2 in Section2.3.
LEMMA

n

-

1,

Xk

2.1.4. If F is eithernon-planaror connectedthen, for 0 < k <

is irreducibleand dXk - Un=k+C

is incompressiblein Xk.

Proof We provethisby inductionon k, usingLemma 2.1.1. The assertion
in X. So suppose
and F is incompressible
holdsfork = 0, since X is irreducible
1 < k < n - 1, and thattheassertionholdsfork - 1. Thus Xk-L is irreducible
in XkL1.
and dXkL =kCi = (dXkL - Ui=k+lCi) - Ck is incompressible
Write Sk = dXk-IU
=k+lCi. We shall apply Lemma 2.1.1 with Q = Xk-L,
S = Sk, and C = Ck. Since Xk = T(Xk-L; Ck), this will establish the conclusion

of the lemmafork, providedwe showthat Sk is compressiblein XkTo do this,let (D *, dDf*) C (X, Fk) be a disjointunion of disks such
that the maximalcompressionbody Vk for Fk in X can be expressedas
Fk X I U N(Df*) for a suitable regularneighborhoodN(Df*) of D *. Since
dDk* n Ci = 0, i * k, we have (D,*, dD*) C (Xk1, Sk). We claimthatsome
in Sk. For if not,then
componentof dD* is essentialin dXkL, and a fortiori
to
the
union of dXk-L with
disjoint
be
homeomorphic
would
a(dXk1; dDf*)
some 2-spheres.However, dXk-L is a connectedsurfacewhich has, in the
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connectedcase, genus f + n - (k - 1) ? f + 2 ? 2, and, in the disconnected
case, genus 2g + (n - 1) - (k - 1) ? 2g + 1 ? 3 (since g ? 1 here by hypothesis).On theotherhand, a( aX; a D, ) containsn - 1 toriTV), corresponding to the tori A u B 0)
k, and therefore a(dXk-1;
D*)=
k
a~u~ax;aD*);uk
,adteeor
~xL
Df
a(a(dX; dDk
-1Cj) containsU'=k? T0), a disjointunion of toriwhich is
non-emptysince k < n - 1. This contradictioncompletesthe proof of the
lemma.
O
We noteforcompleteness
thatif F is disconnectedand planarthenXn-I is
a 3-ball.
2.2. The non-planar
case
As a firstapproximation
to theconclusionof Theorem2.0.3 in the case that
F is non-planar,
we have the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION2.2.1. SupposethatF is non-planar.Theneither

in M(r); or
(i) M(r) is irreducible
and F is incompressible
(ii) M containsa closedincompressible
surfaceS whichis disjointfromF.
We shallultimately
showthatthesurfaceS remainsincompressible
in M(s)
wheneverA(r, s) > 1. Our proofof thiswill requiresome additionalproperties
of S. These are containedin the following
addendumto Proposition2.2.1.
Addendum2.2.2. In conclusion(ii) of Proposition2.2.1, we may assume
thatthesurfaceS coboundswithAM a manifoldN in M such thateither
(i) N containsan annulus with one boundarycomponentin S and the
otherhavingslope r in AM; or
(ii) (a) N(r) is irreducible;and
diskforS in N(r) whichmissesF; and
(b) thereis a compressing
in (b) meetsonly a single componentof
no
disk
as
(c)
compressing

AM- aF.

Proofof Proposition2.2.1. Recall the notationestablishedin Section 2.1,
W XI
in X. Since T( W,; U Iz-C-i) and supposethat d Wnis compressible
in Xn - By Lemma2.1.4
by Lemma 2.1.3, it followsthat aXn-i is compressible
(with k = n- 1), Xn~ is irreducibleand aXn-1 - Cn is incompressiblein
X n- Hence, by Lemma 2.1.1, X = T(Xn-1; Cn) is irreducible
and F is incomif d Wn' is compressible
in X', then X' is irreducible
pressiblein X. Similarly,
in X'. ThereforeM(r) = XUpX' is irreducibleand F
and F is incompressible
is incompressible
in M(r), whichis conclusion(i).
in X, and hence in M = XUFX',
Otherwise, _Wn(say) is incompressible
givingconclusion(ii).
O
A

A

A

A

A

A
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The argumentabove in the case that n = 1 and F is disconnectedis the
same as that givenin [J].Also, the case in which n = 1, F is connectedand
X, X' are handlebodiesis treatedin [P].
lemma
containedin thefollowing
Let W, = T(W,;U't Cr).The observations
will be needed in the proofof Addendum2.2.2.
LEMMA2.2.4. If F is non-planarthen
(a)
(b)
(C)

Wn is irreducible;

in Wn; and
F is incompressible
d- Wn is compressible
in Wn.

Proof.By Lemma 2.1.3, T(Wn;U72=Cd)
Wn X I, and hence Wn
-(d W, X I; C). Also, Cn is essentialin dXn~1 = d_W x O}, since each
to F) is non-planar.
componentof dX cut alongUn= 1C1(whichis homeomorphic
Hence W, is a compression
bodywitha single2-handlewhoseattachingcircleis
M
essential.Conclusions(a), (b) and (c) follow.
We remarkthatif F is planarand connected,then d_Wnis a torusand Cn
independentin
is essentialin d_W x {O}, since C1,. .., Cn are homologically
dX. Hence W, is a puncturedsolid torus,so thatconclusion(c) stillholds.We
shalluse thisin Section2.3.
-

Proofof Addendum2.2.2. Recall that conclusion(ii) of Proposition2.2.1
arises when (withoutloss of generality)d_W is incompressiblein X. We
two subcases.
distinguish
(2.A)

KW' is incompressible
in X';

(2.B)

KW' is compressible
in X'.

(In the disconnectedcase, (2.B) alwaysholds,since X' is a handlebody.)
in X, W, is the unique (up to
Firstnote thatsince d_W, is incompressible
body fordX in X. Since d_W. is homeomorphic
isotopy)maximalcompression
to d_W for all i, 1 < i < n, it followsthat all the Wi are isotopic.Let us
write W = Wi S- = d_W.. Similarly, in case (2.A) above, let W' = Wj',
S/ = K Wi'.
In case (2.A), let S = S US'
and N = WUFW'. In case (2.B), let
S = S_ and N = WUFX'.
In case (2.A), N(r) = WUPW/, whichis irreducibleby Lemma 2.2.3. In
case (2.B), N(r) = WUPX/, whichis irreducibleby Lemma 2.2.3 and the fact
in X (see theproofof Proposition
that X' is irreducibleand F is incompressible
2.2.1). Thus (ii)(a) of the addendumis satisfied.
in W. This shows,in bothcases (2.A)
By Lemma 2.2.4, S_ is compressible
and (2.B) that(ii)(b) holds.
A

A

A
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Finally, consider(ii)(c). First suppose that we are in case (2.B). Any
compressingdisk forS = S_ in N(r) whichmissesF lies in W. If therewere
such a diskwhichmetonlya singlecomponentof dM - dF, thentherewould
be a planarsurfacein W withone boundarycomponentessentialin S and all
other boundarycomponentsin a single annulus Ak, say. Hence S would
compressin T(W; Ck) = T(Wi; Ck), 1 < i < n. If n > 1, we could choose i # k,
and therebyobtaina contradiction
to Lemma2.1.3. Thereforen = 1. But in that
case, W is just a collardX x I of dX in X, and condition(i) oftheaddendumis
satisfiedby takingthe annulus C1 x I C dX x I C N. In case (2.A), we additionallyapply the same argumentto S' in W', showingthat again either
S = S_ U S' satisfies
condition(ii)(c) or n = 1 and S satisfies
Z
condition(i).
Remark. It is actuallyeasier in case (2.A) to show that S remainsincompressiblein M(s) if A(r, s) > 1, thanin case (2.B). Specifically,
thisfollowsfrom
Theorem 2.4.5, which in turnis a directconsequence of the graph-theoretic
Proposition2.5.6, and the latter is easier to prove than the corresponding
graph-theoretic
proposition(Proposition2.5.9) that is needed to handle case
(2.B). However,since the argumentin case (2.B) also applies to case (2.A), for
ease of organizationwe have chosennotto separatethe two cases.
2.3. The planarcase
The purposeofthissectionis to provethefollowing
Recall that
proposition.
F
if is disconnectedit consistsof two copies of a non-separating
surfaceG.
2.3.1. SupposethatF is planar. In theconnectedcase, either
(i) F decomposesM(r) as a connectedsum of two lens spaces; or
(ii) M containsan incompressible
toruswhich is disjointfromF and
whichcompressesin M(r).
In the disconnectedcase,
(iii) M fibersoverS1 withfiberG.
PROPOSITION

For the connectedcase we shallneed the following
lemma.
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let C1, C2 be disjoint simple loops in the boundaryof a
handlebodyX of genus 2, withthe property
thatthereexistdisksE1, E2 in X
such that Ci intersectsdEi transversely
in a singlepoint, i = 1,2. Then either
(i) T(X; C1 U C2) is a puncturedlensspace; or
(ii) aX - C1 U C2 is compressible
in X.

To proveLemma2.3.2,we first
provea purelyalgebraiclemma,whichis an
easy consequenceof Nielsen's"sign condition"fora primitive
elementof a free
groupof rank2 [N].
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will denote the conjugacyclass of an elementin a group. A set of
elements{ xl, . . ., x } ofa freegroupF is a basis-up-to-conjugacy
forF ifthere
exists a basis { a I, . . ., a)}

for F such that [Xi] = [a i], 1 < i < n. Recall that an

elementof a freegroupF is primitiveifit belongsto somebasis forF. Finally,
K) denotesnormalclosure.
LEMMA2.3.3. Let x and y be primitive
elementsof a freegroupF of rank2.
Theneither
(i) HI(F/(x, y)) is cyclicof orderk, 1 < k < x; or
(ii) {tx,y} is a basis-up-to-conjugacy;
or
(iii) [XI = [y+1.

Proof Since x is primitive,F has a basis of the form{ x, z }. Let w be a
cyclicallyreducedwordin x, z suchthat[y] = [w]. By [N], since y is primitive,
all the exponentsof z in w have thesame sign.Hence eitherconclusion(i) holds
or z occursat mostonce in w, withexponent+ 1. Therefore,
we maytake w to
be either x' or xz+ 1, for some integern. In the firstcase we must have
n = + 1 (since y is primitive),
and we obtainconclusion(iii). In thesecondcase,
since { x, xnz + 1} is a basisforF. we obtainconclusion(ii).
O
Proofof Lemma 2.3.2. Firstnote that since C1 and dE1 (say) are dual,
T(X; C1 U C2) is obtainedby attachinga 2-handleto a solidtorus.
The loops C1 and C2 (when oriented)determineconjugacyclasses [C1],
[C2] in 77(X). The existenceof the disk Ei impliesthat [Ci] is the conjugacy
class of a primitiveelementof v1(X), i = 1,2. ThereforeLemma 2.3.3 applies.
If case (i) of Lemma 2.3.3 holds,thenwe obtainconclusion(i) of Lemma
2.3.2.
In cases (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.3.3, we use the resultof Zieschang[Z]
that the minimalgeometriclength of a systemof disjointsimple loops in
the boundary of a handlebodyis equal to its minimal algebraic length.
(The geometric(resp. algebraic) lengthis computed fromthe cyclic words
(resp. cyclicreducedwords)thatrecordthe intersections
of the loops withthe
boundariesof a completesystemof meridiandisks for the handlebody.For
further
discussionand a shortproofof Zieschang'stheorem,see [Wa2]. For an
even shorterproof,see [K].) In thepresentsituation,thisimpliesthatthereexist
disjointdisks D1, D2 in X, such that X cut along D1 U D2 is a 3-ball,withthe
propertythat,in case (ii) of Lemma 2.3.3, Ci meets aDi transversely
in a single
pointand is disjointfromdDj, i = 1,2, j # i, and in case (iii), each of C1 and
in a singlepointand is disjointfromdD2. In both
C2 meets dD1 transversely
cases it followsthat aX - C1 U C2 is compressible
in X, givingconclusion(ii). El
Proof of Proposition2.3.1. (a) The connectedcase. Recall the surfaces
_WnC X, 8 W ' C X' definedin Section2.1. Since F is planartheseare tori.
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Firstsupposethat & Wn(say) is incompressible
in X. Then M containsan
incompressibletorus which is disjointfrom F. Also, d Wn compressesin
W = T(WW;
Un=1Ci) (see theremarkafterthe proofof Lemma 2.2.3) and hence
in M(r). We thusobtainconclusion(ii).
So we supposethat d_Wncompressesin X (and that d- W,' compressesin
X'). Since X is irreducible, _ Wnboundsa solidtorusin X, implyingthatX is
a handlebodyof genus n. It is convenientto distinguish
two cases:
(1) n = 1. Here F is an annulusand X is a solidtorus.Since F is essential
in M = XUFX ', the imageof H1(F) in H1(X), whichcoincideswiththe image
of H1(Cl) in H1(X), has indexk, say,where1 < k < ox.ThereforeX = T(X; C1)
is a puncturedlens space whosefundamental
grouphas orderk.
(2) n > 1. Recall Lemma2.1.2. By cancelingthe 2-handlecorresponding
to
C1 with the disk E/), j= 1,..., n - 2, we see that X -2 is a handlebodyof
genus 2. Consider the disjoint simple loops Cn-1, Cn C dXn-2. Since the
boundariesofthedisksEnn-1) and E2n)1 are disjointfromC1,..., Cn2, we have
Enn-1 n -1 C X-n2' Also, dEnn-1)(resp. dE$')2) intersectsCn-1 (resp. Cn)
in a singlepoint.ApplicationofLemma2.1.4 withk = n - 2 shows
transversely
that dXn2 - Cn1 U Cn is incompressible
in Xn-2. Lemma 2.3.2 now implies
that X is a puncturedlens space.
Similarly(in bothcases (1) and (2)), since d W,' is compressiblein X', X'
is also a puncturedlens space, and we obtainconclusion(i) of the proposition.
(b) The disconnected
case.
(1) n = 1. Here G is a disk and M is a solid torus,so that we have
conclusion(iii).
(2) n > 1. Recall fromSection2.1 thathere X is a handlebodyof genus
n 1. Also,the disks{EPi): j # i}, for1 < i < n, givenby Lemma 2.1.2, show
thatthe set of loops { Cj: j # i } is primitive(in the sense of [Gr2]) foreach i,
1 < i < n. Therefore,by [Gr2, Proposition2.1], (X, G) -(G X I, G X {O}).
Recallingthat (X', G) - (G x I, G x {0}) also, we see that M fibersover S1
withfiberG.
?I
We remarkthat as far as the Cyclic SurgeryTheoremis concerned,the
cases n = 1 of both(a) and (b) are actuallyexcludedby the assumptionthat M
is not Seifertfibered.However,as thereis no need to exclude them in the
statementof Proposition
2.3.1 or Theorem2.0.3, we do notdo so.
2.4. Reductionand boundaryreductionunderDehn surgery
ThroughoutthissectionM willbe an irreducible
3-manifold
(not necessarily
compact) witha torusboundarycomponentT. If r is a slope on T, M(r) will
denotethe manifoldobtainedby attachinga solidtorusto M along T so thatthe
boundaryof a meridiandiskof the solidtorushas slope r. Let S be a surfacein
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8 M - T which is incompressible
in M. We are interestedin the questionof
when S compressesin M(r). Note that the case in which S is a closed
incompressible
surfacein intM can be reducedto thesituationjustdescribedby
cuttingM along S.
We make the following
conjecture.
Conjecture2.4.1. If S compressesin M(rl) and M(r2) then A(rl,r2) < 1,
in S
unlessM containsan incompressible
annuluswithone boundarycomponent
and theotherin T.
Examples showingthe need to rule out annuliare providedby the cable
followingthe statementof Theorem2.4.4
spaces (see the remarksimmediately
below). Examples(with S a torus)whereS compressesin M(ri) fortwo slopes
rl, r2 (with A(rl,r2) = 1) have been givenby Berge (unpublished)and Gabai
[Ga]. In factan exampleis givenin [Ga] whereS compressesin M(ri) forthree
slopes rl,r2,r3(withA(ri,rj) = 1, i # j).
In the directionof Conjecture2.4.1, we are able to provethe following.
in M(rl) and M(r2), theneither
2.4.2. If S compresses
or
(i) A(rl, r2) < 2;
(ii) M containsan annulus with one boundarycomponentin S and the
otherhavingslopero in T, whereL(ro, ri) = 1, i = 1,2; or
(iii) M is homeomorphic
to T X I.
THEOREM

2.2.1 and 2.3.1,
To completetheproofof Theorem2.0.3, afterPropositions
it would sufficeto prove Conjecture2.4.1. This can be achieved when S is a
torus (see Theorem 2.4.4 below). In particular,this completesthe proof of
Theorem2.0.3 when F is planar.In the non-planarcase, the completionof the
of the proofof
proofof Theorem 2.0.3 may be describedas a modification
Theorem2.4.2 whichmakesuse ofthespecialproperties
ofthesurfaceS thatare
describedin Addendum2.2.2. (Thus Theorem2.4.2 itselfis notused in theproof
of the Cyclic SurgeryTheorem,but we includeit forits interestas a general
resulton the problemofwhensurfacescompressunderDehn surgery.)
If conclusion(ii) of Theorem2.4.2 holds,thenit is possibleto obtainmore
about the compressibility
of S in M(r). This is describedin
explicitinformation
the followingtheorem.
2.4.3. Suppose that M containsan annulus with one boundary
componentin S and theotherhavingslope ro in T. Then
(a) S compressesin M(ro).
in M(r) if A(r, ro) > 1, unlessM is homeomorphic
(b) S is incompressible
to Tx I.
THEOREM
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(c) If A(ri, ro) = 1, i = 1,2, then M(r1) -M(r2). In particular,S compressesin M(r) forsomer such thatA(r, ro) = 1 if and onlyif it compressesin
M(r) forall such r.
thatcan be made to Theorem2.4.2 when S is a
To statethe improvement
of a cable space givenin Section2.0.
torus,recallthe definition
THEOREM

in M(r1) and M(r2), then
2.4.4. If S is a toruswhichcompresses

either
(i) A(rl,r2) < 1; or
(ii) M is a cable space; or
to T X I.
(iii) M is homeomorphic
The examplesmentionedabove showsthatthisresultis best possible.
If M is a cable space,withboundarycomponentsS and T (since thereis an
S and T, the labelingis irrelevant),
thenin
of M interchanging
automorphism
manyslopes r. This is accountedforby
fact S compressesin M(r) forinfinitely
in M connectingthe two boundary
annulus
the existenceof an incompressible
components,as describedin Theorem2.4.3(c) (see [Gr-L,Remarkon p. 125]).
Theorem2.4.3 and to
The cable spaces thusprovidesimpleexamplesto illustrate
of Conjecture2.4.1.
show the need to excludeannuliin the formulation
Anothersituationin whichTheorem2.4.2 can be improvedis the following.
2.4.5. If S1 and S2 are disjoint surfaces in 3M - T, each
incompressiblein M, such that Si compressesin M(ri), i = 1,2, then
THEOREM

A(rl, r2)

<

l.

theboundaryslopesin T
The above theoremscan be regardedas restricting
of essentialpunctureddisks in M. The next resultdeals with the analogous
questionforpuncturedspheres.
THEOREM 2.4.6. If (Pi, dPi) C (M, T) is an essentialplanar surfacewith
boundaryslope ri,i = 1,2, theneither
(i)
(rl, r2) < 1; or
(ii) M(rl) or M(r2) containsa lensspace as a connectedsummand.

An immediatecorollary
is the following.
2.4.7. If M(r1) and M(r2) are reducible,theneither
(i)
(rl, r2) < 1; or
(ii) M(rl) or M(r2) containsa lensspace as a connectedsummand.
COROLLARY

Corollary2.4.7 willbe used to proveTheorem2.0.2.
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Theorem2.4.6 and Corollary2.4.7 maybe comparedwith[Gr-L,Theorem
1.1], where it is shown that the alternativeconclusions(i) and (ii) can be
replaced by the singleconclusionthat A(rl, r2) < 4. Probablynone of these
resultsis best possible.
In Section 2.5 we shall show how the theoremsstatedabove followfrom
thesein turnwillbe provedin Section2.6.
certaingraph-theoretic
propositions;
The remainderof thissectionis devotedto showinghow Theorems2.0.1
and 2.0.2 followquicklyfromTheorems2.4.4 and 2.4.5, and Corollary2.4.7,
respectively.
Proof of Theorem2.0.1. Let S be an essential torus in intM which
compressesin M(r) and M(s). Let M' be the componentof the manifold
obtainedby cuttingM along S thatcontains3M. There are two cases.
(1) S does not separateM. Then 3M' = S1 U S2 U 3M, whereS1 and S2
are copies of S. If some Si compressesin both M'(r) and M'(s), thenTheorem
2.4.4 implies that A(r, s) < 1. On the other hand, if S1 (say) compresses
in M'(r) while S2 compressesin M'(s), then Theorem 2.4.5 implies that
A(r, s) < 1.
(2) S separatesM. Then 3 M' = S U 3 M. If S compressesin M'(r) and
M'(s), then by Theorem 2.4.4 eitherA(r, s) < 1 or M' is a cable space.
C]
(Conclusion(iii) ofTheorem2.4.4 is impossiblesince S is essentialin M.)
Proof of Theorem 2.0.2. Since dim H1(M; Q) > 1, we have that
dim HI(M(r); Q) ? 1 forall slopes r. Hence M(r) is a Haken manifoldunlessit
is reducible.By Corollary2.4.7, M(r) and M(s) reducibleimpliesthat either
A(r, s) < 1 or M(r) (say) containsa lens space as a connectedsummand.But
is ruledoutby theassumptionthatH1(M( r)) is cyclic.
C]
thelatterpossibility
2.5. The basic graph-theoretic
analysisofreductionand
boundaryreduction
In this sectionwe describethe basic machinerywithwhichthe theorems
we showhow thesetheorems,
statedin Section2.4 willbe proved.In particular,
and the remainingpart of Theorem2.0.3, followfromcertaingraph-theoretic
propositions.
Throughout,we shalluse the indices a and /3to denote 1 or 2, withthe
conventionthat,whentheyare used together,{ a, /3} = { 1,2}.
Let M and S be as describedat thebeginningof Section2.4, and let Da' be
a compressingdiskforS in M(ra) = M U J,. We mayassumethatDa, meetsthe
solid torus J, in a disjointunionof meridiandisksof J,. (Note that Da n J, is
in M.) Then Pa = D n M is a
since S is incompressible
necessarilynon-empty
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planarsurface,withone outerboundarycomponentaoPa = 8 DD, lyingin S, and
axPa, x = 1, ..., n,
r each havingslope ra in
na,,say, innerboundarycomponents
T. We shallalwaysassumethat Pa is incompressible
in M. This is guaranteedif
Da is chosenso thatna is minimal(forexample,overall compressing
disksforS
in M(ra)), and we shallusuallymakethischoice.On the one occasionwhenthis
may notbe possible(thisoccursforP1 in the finalstep of the proofof Theorem
2.0.3), it will be easy to see thatwe may stillassumethat P1 is incompressible
in M.
By an isotopyof P2, say,we may assumethat P1 and P2 meet in general
position.Note that a0Pa meets no innerboundarycomponentof Pa. Then
ii &, where ,1 is a disjointunion of arcs with at least one
P1 n P2 = /i
in
endpoint an innerboundarycomponentof P.a, - is a disjointunionof arcs
withboth endpointsin a0Pa, and W is a disjointunionof simpleclosed curves.
By a standardinnermost
diskargument,
a further
isotopyof P2 willensurethat
no componentof W boundsa diskin Pa since PA is incompressible
and M is
irreducible.Finally,again by an isotopyof P2, say, we may assume thateach
inner boundarycomponentof Pa meets each innerboundaryof PA in A=
A(rl, r2) points.In fact,if the innerboundarycomponentsof P. are numbered
Q1P Pd,... 3 so thattheyare consecutiveon T, thengoingroundeach inner
boundarycomponentof Pa (in somedirection)theindicesofthe innerboundary
componentsof PA that we encounterare, in order, 1,..., n,... ,1,.. ., rn
(repeated A times).
A graph in a disk D will consistof a finitenumberof verticesin intD,
togetherwitha finitenumberof edges. Each edge eitherconnectsa vertexto a
(possibly non-distinct)
vertex,or connects a vertexto AD. The formerare
interioredges,the latter,boundaryedges.We assumethatthe endpointson AD
of all boundaryedges are distinct.
Let Fa be thegraphin thedisk Da obtainedby takingtheunionof '1 with
the cone (in the corresponding
meridiandiskof Ja) on Qln axPa foreach inner
boundarycomponentaxPa of P.. Thus the verticesx of Fa are in one-to-one
correspondencewiththe innerboundarycomponentsaxPa of Pa and the edges
of Fa are in one-to-one
correspondence
withthe componentsof -S. Note that
each vertexhas valencyArt8.Let e be an edge of Fa, withone of its endpoints
the vertexx, say. Then e correspondsto an arc in ,1 with one endpointon
axPa which is a point of intersectionof axPa with some inner boundary
componentdyp say,of Pa. We say that e has label y at x. In thisway, each
incidenceof an edge of Fa at a vertexof Fa is labeled witha vertexof F.o
Two verticesof Fa are parallel if the correspondinginner boundary
componentsof Pa when giventhe orientation
inducedby some orientationof
are
in
T.
are
homologous
Otherwise,they
P.,
antiparallel.
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are orientable,each arc in P1 n P2 mustjoin points
Since all our manifolds
of dP1 with dP2 of oppositesign.Thus we have the following
of intersection
parityrule:
parallel(resp. antiparallel)vertices
edgeof ra connecting
If e is an interior
antiparallel(resp. parallel)
of F., thenthelabelsat theendpointsof e represent
verticesof F1i.
Althoughin generalthe edges of our graphsare unoriented,it will someorientan edge e. Then a+e and a_e will
timesbe convenientto temporarily
denotethe head and tail endpointsof e respectively.
a cycle
to a circle.Equivalently,
A cycle in Fa is a subgraphhomeomorphic
k? 1, which may be
is a subgraphconsistingof interioredges eo, . . ., eke,
orientedso that a+ei = a-ei + i E Zk, and so thatthe vertices3+ei, i E Zk,
are distinct.We call k the lengthof the cycle.
Let x be a vertexof Fa. An x-cyclein F13is a cycle a such that
(a) all the verticesof a are parallel,and
of the edges in a, each edge e has label
orientation
(b) forsome consistent

x at ade.

A Scharlemanncycle in F13is an x-cyclea (forsome vertexx of F.) such
that the interiorof the disk in DA8bounded by a is disjointfromrig.(The
is explainedby the remarkprecedingLemma 2.5.2 below.)
terminology
thatifthe edges ofa Scharlemanncycle
It followseasilyfromthedefinition
theneach edge e has label x at a_e and label xi
in F1 are orientedconsistently,
at d+e, where x and x-are antiparalleland representinnerboundarycomponentsof Pa whichare adjacenton T. (See Figure2.1.)
xX
x

x

FIcGUR2.1

A Scharlemanncycleof length1 willbe called a trivialloop.
of
The nextthreelemmasare concernedwiththe topologicalinterpretation
certainpropertiesof the graphsF1 and F2.
LEMMA2.5.1. Fa contains no trivial loop.
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of PA
Proof:A trivialloop in ra gives rise to a boundary-compression
F]
towardsT. It is easyto showthatthisimpliesthatPAis compressible.
containedin [Sch2,proof
Parts(a) and (b) ofthenextlemmaare essentially
We include
of Proposition4.7] and [Sch3,proofof Proposition5.6] respectively.
the proofsforthe convenienceof the reader.
LEMMA2.5.2. Supposethat F. containsa Scharlemanncycle. Then:
disk D' for S in M(ra) with AD' = aDa,
(a) Thereexistsa compressing
such that the corresponding
planar surface P' in M has two fewer inner
boundary componentsthan POa;and

(b) M(ra) has a lensspace as a connectedsummand.

cyclein Fr.iThen the lengthof a, say k, is
Proof.Let a be a Scharlemann
greaterthan 1 by Lemma2.5.1.
(a) a givesriseto a disk E C PAwhoseboundaryis the unionof consecutive arcs a0, bo ..,ak-l, bk-l, wherethe ai are in P1 n P2 and correspondto
the edges of a, and the bi are in the inner boundarycomponentsof PA
to theverticesof a. (See Figure2.2.) Note thatintE n P, = 0.
corresponding
The labels at the endpointsof the edges of a representinner boundary
componentsof Pa which are adjacent on T. These boundarycomponents
coboundan annulusA in T containingall the bi. Let Q, be thepuncturedtorus
intointM, and let P' be Q, surgeredalong E. Since dE
Pa U A, pushedslightly
numberk witha core of A, P' is a
has algebraic(and geometric)intersection
planar surfacewith 00P' = 00Pa and withtwo fewerinnerboundarycomponents than Pa.

ai+

ai
E

bit

FIGuRE 2.2

(b) Consider the disk Da, c M(ra) = M U JO The inner boundary compoby the labels at the endpointsof the edges of a bound
nentsof Pa represented

meridiandisks D, D, say,in JO.Since theseboundarycomponentsare antiparallel in T, the union of the 3-cellin J'a boundedby D U A U D witha suitable
regularneighborhoodof Da, (pushed slightlyoffS) will be a solid torusV in
intM(rn). Then dE c aV, and thereis a regularneighborhoodN(E) of E such
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thatV U N(E) is a puncturedlens space in M(rT) whosefundamental
grouphas
orderk.
E]
Remark. Usuallywe mayassumewithoutloss of generality
thatthe disk Da
is chosenso thatthenumberna ofinnerboundarycomponentsof P.>is minimal.
Then by Lemma 2.5.2(a), the existenceof a Scharlemanncycle in F,8 simply
leads to a contradiction.
One exception,however,occursin the finalstep of the
proofof Theorem2.0.3. Therethe set-upis morecomplicated,and in particular
it is not clear thatwe may assumethatthe numberof innerboundarycomponentsof P1 is minimalwhilestillmaintaining
the otherhypotheses.In thatcase
we use Lemma 2.5.2(b) instead.
Two edges e, e' of Fa are parallel if the correspondingarcs a, a' in
P1 n P2 are parallel in Pay that is, there exists a disk E in P, such that
E= a u b U a' u b', where b, b' are arcs in dPa. (Note that E n Pf may
containarcs otherthana and a'.)
The nextlemmais essentially
containedin [Sho]. Recall that A = A(rl,r2).
LEMMA 2.5.3. Suppose that Pa is an annulus. Then eitherA < 1 or M is

homeomorphic
to T x I.

Proof Since Pa is an annulus,all the edges of ra, and hence of 7,3,are
boundaryedges (by Lemma 2.5.1). Suppose that A > 2. Then by a simple
outermostarc argument,there is a vertex y of F, such that two adjacent
(boundary)edges of F,8containingy are parallel.Let the corresponding
arcs in
P1 n P2 be a and a'. Then, fori = 1,2, thereare arcs di C 3Di, bi c d9P,dDi, and disks Ei C Pi such that dEi = a u bi U a' u di. Note that E1 n E2
- a U a' consistsof arcs which are parallelinto both dI and d2. These are
of S
easilyremoved,forexampleby an isotopyof E2 (usingtheincompressibility
in M and the irreducibility
of M). Then A = E1 U E2 is an annulusin M with
one boundarycomponentin S and the other,b1 U b2 = doA, say,in T. Since
int bfln dP,, = 0, we see that doA has slope ro, say, where A(ro, r,) = 1 (see
Figure 2.3). Hence, afteran isotopyof A, A n Pa will consist of a single
spanningarc.Thus A U Pa is homeomorphic
to X x I, where X = X x {0} is

FIcuRE 2.3
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in a singlepoint,
the unionof two simpleloops in T whichintersecttransversely
and has a regularneighborhood
homeomorphic
to N X I whereN = N X {o} is
a regularneighborhood
of X in T. Since AN = AN x {o} boundsa disk Bo in T
and S is incompressiblein M, dN x { 1} bounds a disk B1 in S. Then
Bo u AN X I U B1 is a 2-sphere,which bounds a 3-ball B in M since M is
El
irreducible.Then N X I U B -T X I, showingthatM _ T X I.
LEMMA2.5.4. Suppose that Fa contains boundary edges which are parallel

in both Fl and F2. Then eitherM containsan annulus with one boundary
componentin S and theotherhavingslopero in T. whereA(r0, ri) = 1, i = 1,2,
or M is homeomorphic
to T x I.
to the edges thatare parallel
Proof.Let the arcs in P1 n P2 corresponding
in F1 and F2 be a and a'. Then, for i = 1,2, there are arcs di c aDi,
bic aPi - aDi, and disks Ei C Pisuch that aEi = a U bi U a' U di. By possibly rechoosinga' and performing
an isotopyof E2 (say), we may assumethat
intEl n intE2 = 0. Then A = E1 U E2 is an annulusin M withone boundary
componentin S and the other,b1 u b2 = aAoA say, in T. By moving a0A
slightly
intogeneralpositionwithrespectto thecomponentof aPi containingbi,
we see that d0A has slope ro in T where A(r0,ri) > 0, i = 1,2. Now apply
Lemma 2.5.3 withA replacingPa in thestatement
of thatlemma.We conclude
that either M_ TX I orA(ro, ri) = 1, i = 1,2.

Eli

We shall usually use Lemma 2.5.4 in conjunctionwith the following
observation.
LEMMA2.5.5. Supposethat Fa containsa familyof 2n1 mutuallyparallel

boundaryedges. Then
and

,a

containsboundaryedgeswhichare parallelin both F,

r2.

Proof:The edges in the parallel familymay be numbered e(1),...,
e(np), e'(1),..., e'(n8) so that e(y) and e'(y) have label y (at theirvertex
endpoint).Thus e(y) and e'(y) correspondto boundaryedges in withvertex
endpoint y; let the union of these boundaryedges be f(y). Then fly) is a
properlyembeddedarc in DA containingthe vertexy. Let yo be a vertexsuch
thatf(yo)is an outermost
sucharc.Then theedges e( y) and e'(yo) are parallel
rA

EI

in both Fl and 2

We now statethe main graph-theoretic
propositions
on whichthe proofof
the theoremsin Section2.4 and the proofof conclusion(iii) of Theorem2.0.3
will be based. These propositions
willbe provedin Section2.6.
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2.5.6. SupposethatA ? 2. Theneither
cycle; or
(i) rF or F2 containsa Scharlemann
belongsto a boundaryedge of
(ii) everyvertexof
PROPOSITION

ra

ray

Addendum2.5.7. In conclusion(ii) of Proposition2.5.6, everyvertexx of
such thattheverticesof 1/ in theset
belongsto a boundaryedgee(x) of
{ label of e(x) at x: x a vertexof T'a} are all parallel.
ra

ra

2.5.8. SupposethatA ? 3. Theneither
cycle; or
(i) F, or containsa Scharlemann
(ii) there exists a pair of boundaryedges which are parallel in both
rF and
PROPOSITION

r2

r2i

To completethe proofof Theorem2.0.3 we need to make use of some
additionalstructure.
Thus, forthe nextpropositionwe assumethatthereis an
essentialsurface(F, aF) C (M, T) withaF # 0 and havingboundaryslope rl,
disk D1 forS in M(rl) is disjointfromF. We may
and that the compressing
in M - F, forexample,by choosingD1 so that
assumethat P1 is incompressible
disks for S in M - F. Since F is
all
compressing
minimal
among
is
ni
in M.
in M, thisimpliesthat P1 is also incompressible
incompressible
2.5.9. SupposethatA ? 2. Theneither
cycle; or
(i) IF,containsa Scharlemann
cycle; or
(ii) "2 containsa Scharlemann
of P1 lie in a singlecomponentof
(iii) all the innerboundarycomponents
PROPOSITION

T-

dF.

This propositionwillbe used to establishconclusion(iii) of Theorem2.0.3.
of the proofof Proposition2.5.8.
Its proofis a modification
In the remainderof thissectionwe show how Theorems2.4.2-2.4.6, and
the rest of Theorem2.0.3 (togetherwith Addendum2.0.4), followfromthe
above graph-theoretic
propositions.
Proof of Theorem2.4.2. We may assume that nf is minimalover all
from
compressingdisksforS in M(rO).The theoremthenfollowsimmediately
E
Proposition2.5.8, Lemma2.5.2(a), and Lemma2.5.4.
M containsan annulusAOwithone
Proofof Theorem2.4.3. By hypothesis,
boundarycomponentin S and the otherhavingslope ro in T.
diskforS in M(ro).
(a) AO givesriseto a compressing
fromLemma 2.5.3.
(b) This followsimmediately
(c) Let t: M

-*

M be the homeomorphism defined by Dehn twisting

(in some direction)along AO,If A(ri,ro) = 1,i = 1,2, then,forsomeintegerk,
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tk takesthe slope r1to r2.It therefore
extendsto a homeomorphism
fromM(r1)
to M(r2).
Proofof Theorem2.4.4. SupposethatA> 2, and that Dd,is chosenso that
2.5.6, Addendum2.5.7, and Lemma 2.5.2(a), each
n. is minimal.By Proposition
vertexx of F. is an endpointofa boundaryedge e(x) of F. suchthatthelabels
of the edges e(x) at the corresponding
verticesx representparallelverticesof
Since
S
is
a
torus,
we
may
also
assume
thatall the intersections
of 3D1 with
F,,.
3D2 have the same sign.By the same reasoningas thatwhichled to the parity
rule,these togetherimplythatthe verticesof F. are all parallel;similarly,
the
verticesof F' are all parallel.By the parityrule,thisimpliesthat F., containsno
interioredges. By a straightforward
outermost
arc argument,
thereexistsa vertex
x of F., such thatall the(boundary)edges of F., incidentto x are parallel.Since
A ? 2, Lemmas 2.5.4 and 2.5.5 implythateitherM is homeomorphic
to T X I
or thereis an annulusA in M withone boundarycomponent,say 01A, in S, and
the other,say doA,havingslope ro in T, whereA(ro,ri) = 1, i = 1,2.
Let K be a core of the solid torus J, where M(r1) = M U J. Since
A(rP,ro) = 1, a meridiandisk of J meets doA in one point.Hence A can be
extended to an annulus B such that dB = d1A U K, which can be used to
isotopeK intoS. Now let : be a 2-spherein M(rj). By theprevioussentence,an
isotopyof : in M(rj) willmoveit offK, and hence into M, whereit boundsa
3-ball. This shows that M(rj) is irreducible.Therefore,since S compressesin
M(r1) by hypothesis,M(r1) is a solid toruswithboundaryS. Thus M is the
complementof an open regularneighborhoodof a curve, K, in a solid torus
whichcan be isotopedto an essentialcurvein theboundaryofthe solidtorus.It
followsthat M is eithera cable space orhomeomorphic
to T x I.
El
Proofof Theorem2.4.5. Let D. be a compressing
diskforS . in M(r.) with
minimal.
n
Since
=
the
S1 S2
0,
graphF., containsno boundaryedges. The
n.c
resultnow followsfromProposition
2.5.6 and Lemma2.5.2(a).
El
Proofof Theorem2.4.6. Here the arcs in P1 n P2 giveriseto graphsF1,F2
in 2-spheres2 12. 2Al theremarksmade at thebeginningofthissectionapply,
mutatismutandis,to F1 and '2. Hence, formally
removingan open disk from
i = 1,2, we obtain two graphsin diskswith no boundaryedges, to
2i -F,
whichwe may applyProposition
2.5.6. We concludethateitherA(r1,r2) < 1 or
thereis a Scharlemanncyclein F1 or J2.It is easy to see thatLemma 2.5.1 still
applies,since P1 and P2 are essentialin M, so thatany Scharlemanncyclein F1
or '2 has lengthgreaterthan 1. But if F. containssuch a Scharlemanncycle,
thenan argumententirelyanalogousto the proofof Lemma 2.5.2(b) showsthat
El
M(r.) containsa lensspace as a connectedsummand.
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Remark.Althougha Scharlemann
cyclein r, can also be used to construct
a new planar surfaceP' withtwo fewerboundarycomponents,as in Lemma
2.5.2(a), thereis now no guaranteethatP' is essential.
Proofof Theorem2.0.3. Thereare two cases.
(1) F is non-planar.By Proposition2.2.1, eitherconclusion(i) of Theorem
2.0.3 holds or M containsa closed incompressible
surfaceS which is disjoint
fromF. Moreover,S has theadditionalproperties
describedin Addendum2.2.2.
in
If condition(i) of Addendum2.2.2 holds,then S remainsincompressible
M(s) wheneverA(r, s) > 1 by Theorem2.4.3(b). (Note that S is not parallelto
3M, forexamplesinceit is disjointfromF.) This is conclusion(iii) of Theorem
2.0.3.
So suppose that S satisfiescondition(ii) of Addendum2.2.2. Write r1= r
and let D1 be a compressing
diskforS in N(rl) whichmissesF, as guaranteed
by (ii)(b) of Addendum2.2.2. By the remarkimmediately
precedingthe statementofProposition
2.5.9,we mayassumethatthecorresponding
punctureddisk
P1 is incompressiblein M. Suppose that S also compressesin M(r2), and
thereforein N(r2), forsome slope r2.Let D2 be a compressingdisk for S in
N(r2), such thatthenumberofinnerboundarycomponentsofthecorresponding
planarsurfaceP2 is minimal.Let F,, F2 be the graphsin D1, D2 obtainedin the
usual way. Now apply Proposition2.5.9. Conclusion(i) of that proposition
contradictsthe minimality
of the numberof innerboundarycomponentsof P2,
by Lemma 2.5.2(a). Conclusion(ii) contradictscondition(ii)(a) of Addendum
2.2.2, in view of Lemma 2.5.2(b). Finally,conclusion(iii) contradictscondition
(ii)(c) ofAddendum2.2.2. We musttherefore
have A(r1,r2) < 1, and thusobtain
conclusion(iii) of Theorem2.0.3.
We pointout thatin theabove proofwe are notable to use theexistenceof
a Scharlemanncyclein J2 to reducethe numberof innerboundarycomponents
of P1, as thismightdestroythe conditionP1 n F = 0 whichis crucialforthe
proofof Proposition2.5.9.
(2) F is planar. Firstsuppose that F is connected.Then by Proposition
2.3.1, eitherconclusion(ii) of Theorem2.0.3 holds or M containsan incomby
pressibletorusS whichis disjointfromF and compressesin M(r). Therefore,
Theorem2.0.1, eitherS remainsincompressible
in M(s) if A(r, s) > 1 (and we
have conclusion(iii) of Theorem2.0.3), or S and 3M cobounda cable space. If
the latter holds, then in particularthere is an annulus A in M with one
boundarycomponentin S and theotherhavingslope r0,say,in T. Now consider
A n F. Since F n S = 0 and F is essentialin M, a standardoutermostarc
argumentshowsthatwe musthave ro= r. Then again we obtainconclusion(iii)
of Theorem2.0.3, by Theorem2.4.3(b).
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If F is disconnectedthen,by Proposition2.3.1(iii), M fibersover S' with
fiberG, and we have conclusion(iv) ofTheorem2.0.3.
El
Beforegivingthe proofof Addendum2.0.4, we need the followinglemma.
LEMMA2.5.10. Let M be a 3-manifoldwhichfibersover S' withfibera
connectedsurface,and let F be an essentialconnectedsurfacein M. If either
(a) F is disjointfromsomefiber;or
(b) F is planarand dF is disjointfromsomefiber,
thenF is isotopicto a fiber.
Proof (a) Let H be a fibersuch that F n H = 0. Then F is a connected
incompressible
surfacein H X I (thatis, M cut along H) suchthatF n H X AI
= 0. But it followseasilyfrom[Wal, Proposition3.1] thatany such surfaceis
eithera boundary-parallel
annulusor parallelto H X {o}.
(b) Move F into generalpositionwith respectto some fiberH, keeping
aF n H = 0. Thus F n H consistsofdisjointsimpleloops; let C be one thatis
innermost
on F (whichis planarby hypothesis),
and let F0 be thecorresponding
innermost
componentof F cut along C. Then,whenwe cut M along H, F0 is an
incompressible
surfacein H X I with MOF
containedin (say) H X {0} U AH X I
and MFO
n H x {0} =: 0. Againby [Wal, Proposition3.1] any such surfaceis
parallelto a subsurfaceof H x {0}, and so we mayperform
an isotopyof F to
reduce the numberof componentsof F n H. Continuingin this way, we
eventuallymove F offH, at whichpointwe applypart(a).
El
Proof of Addendum 2.0.4. Let P be a fiber.We work with a surface
satisfying
the following
slightmodification
of the definition
givenin Section2.1.
Let (F, aF) C (M, 3M) be an essentialseparatingsurfacewithboundaryslope
r, such thateach componentof F has non-empty
boundaryand is notisotopicto
P, and such thatthe numberof componentsof dF is minimalsubjectto these
conditions.Since r is a strictboundaryslope by hypothesis,
thereexistssuch a
surfaceF. In addition,we assume(as we may) thatif F is disconnectedthenit
consistsof two parallelcopies of some connectednon-separating
surface.Note
thatby Lemma 2.5.10(b), F is not planar.
Recall the definition
of Fj fromSection2.1. Our minimality
assumptionon
F hereimpliesthateach componentof Fj is eitherclosed,or a boundary-parallel annulus,or non-separating,
and thatif thereare any non-separating
components,thenat least one of themis isotopicto P. On the otherhand,if Ft. did
have a componentisotopicto P, then,since by a small isotopywe can make
F n F7- = 0, F wouldconsistofcopiesof P by Lemma2.5.10(a). We conclude
that Fi- consistsofboundary-parallel
annulitogetherwitha closed surface.
The proofsofProposition
2.2.1 and Addendum2.2.2 thenapplyverbatimto
this surface F. Since M(r) is homeomorphicto SI x S2, conclusion(i) of
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Proposition2.2.1 does not hold; so we have conclusion(ii), togetherwith
Addendum2.2.2. The proofof the relevantpart of Theorem2.0.3 (case (1)
D
above) now appliesto giveconclusion(iii) ofthattheorem.
ofgraphsin disks
2.6. The combinatorics
in nature.In it we assumethatwe are given
This sectionis graph-theoretic
graphs FY,J2 in disks D1, D2 as describedin Section 2.5, and our goal is to
2.5.6 (includingAddendum2.5.7), 2.5.8, and 2.5.9.
provePropositions
The search forScharlemanncycles is facilitatedby considerationof the
followingmoregeneraltypeof cycle(see Lemma 2.6.2 below).
a greatx-cycle)in r is an x-cyclea suchthatall
A greatcycle(specifically,
the verticesof Fr thatlie in the (closed) diskin D,, boundedby a are parallel.
Let A be a subgraphof T,',and let x be a vertexof ranWe say that A
satisfiesconditionP(x) if:
For each vertexy of A thereexistsan edgeof A incidentto y withlabel x,
connectingy to a parallelvertexof A.
LEMMA2.6.1. Supposethat A satisfiesconditionP(x). Then each componentof A containsan x-cycle.
Proof.For each vertexy of A, choosean edge e(y) of A incidentto y with
label x, connectingy to a parallelvertexof A.
Let A0 be a componentof A, and let y1be any vertexof AO. Considerthe
edge e(y1), connectingY1 to Y2' say. Since y1 and Y2 are parallel,the label of
e(yl) at Y2 is not x, by the parityrule. Hence if Y2 $ Y1, the edge e(y2) is
distinctfrome(yl). Continuein this way, obtainingedges e(yi) connecting
verticesyi and yj,? withlabel x at yi, untila vertexis repeatedforthe first
time, say Ym= Yn, m < n, but yi $ yj for 1 < i < j < n. Then the edges
El
e( ym), **, e( Yn-1) forman x-cyclein AO.
LEMMA2.6.2. If J, containsa greatcycle, thenit containsa Scharlemann
cycle.
Proof Let a be a greatx-cyclein r,,,forsomevertexx of 1f, and let E be
the diskin D~,boundedby a. Let Ec(a)be thenumberofedges e in suchthat
inte C intE. We provethe resultby inductionon ec(a).
So suppose that
If c(a) = 0, then a is a Scharlemanncycle by definition.
>
two cases:
0. We distinguish
c(a)
(1) Any edge in f n E incidentto a vertexof a lies in a.

F,

Since all the verticesof J,f E are parallel,the graph A = Jr EE-a
and hence containsan x'-cycle a' by
satisfiesP(x') forany vertexx' of J,,f,
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and ec(a') < c(a). Hence the
Lemma 2.6.1. Clearlya' is a greatx'-cyclein Ffl
resultfollowsby induction.
(2) There existsan edge of T',n E incidentto a vertexof a but not
containedin a.
Since all theverticesof a are parallel,thereis a label x' suchthatx and x'
representinnerboundarycomponentsof Pd,whichare adjacentin T, withthe
propertythatforeveryvertexy of a thereis an edge of T', n E incidentto y
trueforanyvertexy in intE. Hence f,n E
withlabel x'. This is also (trivially)
satisfiesconditionP(x'). An applicationof Lemma 2.6.1 would now give an
thata' = a. To
x '-cyclea' in f,n E; however,we wantto avoidthe possibility
thereexistsan edge of T', n E incidentto
do this,note thatsinceby hypothesis
a vertexof a but not containedin a, thereexistssuch an edge incidentto a
vertexy, say,in a withlabel x'. Let e be theedge of a which,whenorientedso
- inte
that it has label x at 3- e, has d9e = y. Then the graph A = r
a'
also satisfiesconditionP(x'). By Lemma 2.6.1 we obtainan x'-cycle in A,
which is clearlya great x'-cyclein r with c(a') < c(a). Then T,' containsa
El
Scharlemanncycleby induction.
Let A be a graphin a disk D, and choosea point x e 3D - A. We may
then definea partialorderingon the set of componentsof A by declaringthat
A1 < A2 if and only if everypath in D fromA1 to x meets A2. Call a
componentof A extremalifit is minimalwithrespectto thispartialorderingfor
some choice of xc.
2.5.6 we focuson the followingcondition:
To proveProposition
(*) Thereexistsa vertexx of Fa such thatforeach vertexy of F', thereis
an edge of Fa incidentto x withlabel y, connectingx to an antiparallelvertex
of Fey
LEMMA

2.6.3. Supposethatcondition(*)a holds. Then F'?containsa great

x-cycle.
(*)a is equivalentto the condition
Proof:By the parityrule,thehypothesis
thatthereexistsa vertexx of F., such thatforeach vertexy of F}?thereis an
edge e(y) of F'?incidentto y withlabel x, connectingy to a parallelvertexof
J,. For each vertexy of FJ, choose such an edge e(y), and let A be the
consistingof all these edges e(y). Then A satisfiescondition
subgraphof
P(x). Note also thateach componentof A has all its verticesparallel.
Let AO be an extremalcomponentof A. By Lemma 2.6.1, AO containsan
x-cyclea. Since A0 is extremal,all verticesof J, in the disk bounded by a
El
theyare parallel.Hence a is a greatx-cycle.
belongto A0; in particular,

Ffl
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The negation of condition (*)a is:

(**) For each vertexx of ra thereexistsa vertexy(x) of J, such that
each edge of Fa incidentto x with label y(x) connectsx eitherto a parallel
vertexof ra or to daDam
LEMMA 2.6.4. Suppose that AE> 2 and that condition

(**)a

holds. Then

either
(i) ra containsa greatcycle; or
(ii) everyvertexof J7; belongsto a boundaryedge of T'?.
Proof.For each vertexx of ra choose a vertexy(x) of T', as in condition

(**),, and define the subgraph A of Fa to be the union over all vertices x of Fa

of { edges of ra incidentto x withlabel y(x)}. Note thateach vertexof A has
valency ? A ? 2. Also,each componentof A has all its verticesparallel.
Let A 0 be an extremalcomponentof A with respect to some point
xc

DA -A.

Let R be the component of Da -A0

containing xc. The

FrR of R can be expressedas theunionof a sequenceof orientededges
frontier
el, . . ., en of AO, with d+e = dKei+1, 1 < i < n-i, such thatas we traverse
on (say) ourleftis
theseedges in order,thecomponentof Da - A0 immediately
always R. (As orientededges, el,..., en are distinct,althoughas unoriented
Note howeverthat,since each vertexof A0 has
edges theremaybe repetitions.
valencyat least 2, consecutiveedges in the sequence are distinctas unoriented
edges.)
Recall fromSection2.5 the definition
two cases:
of a cycle.We distinguish
(1) The sequenceel,..., en containsa cycle.
the case if AO C intDa.
Note thatthisis necessarily
Let the cyclebe a, withedges fo = em, ..., fk-1 = em+k-l say; so d9f =
3Jti~1,

i E Zk.

Let xi be thevertexdKf,i

boundedby a. (See Figure2.4.)

\ fog

Zk.

Let E be thediskin Da

Nf
E

FiGuRE 2.4
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Observethat,exceptpossiblyfori = 0, as we encirclethe vertexxi in the
clockwisedirection,the edges of Jatincidentto xi between f -1 and f have
edges of Y,,incidentto xi lie in E. (See
in R. whiletheremaining
theirinteriors
of A thereare edges of A0
since by the definition
Figure 2.5.) Furthermore,
incidentto xi at leastat each oftheA occurrencesofthelabel y(xi), thereare at
most n. - 1 incidencesof edges in the interiorof R between f7-1and fi. It
followsthat if i #0, thenforeach vertexy of J,,thereis an edge of ra n E
incidentto xi withlabel y. This is also (trivially)trueforany vertexin intE.
R

E
FiGuRE 2.5

Since A0 is extremal,all verticesof ,a n E are in A0, and hence are
parallel.Let y0 be the label at x0 of any edge in T', n E incidentto x0 (for
example,f0). Then a, n E satisfiesconditionP(y0). By Lemma 2.6.1, ra n E
Since all verticesof F. n E are parallel,thisis necessarilya
containsa yo-cycle.
givingconclusion(i).
great yo-cycle,
(2) The sequenceel,..., en does notcontaina cycle.
Then FrR is an arc in A0 withits endpointsin 8D.. Let E be the disk
R. (See Figure2.6.) As in case (1) above, foreveryvertexx in FrR and
Da
everyvertexy of F7,thereis an edge of IF,n E incidentto x withlabel y.
Suppose thatconclusion(ii) does nothold,so thatthereis a vertexy0of FR
whichdoes notlie in anyboundaryedge of F'?.Then any edge of F., incidentto

FiGuRE 2.6
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any vertexwithlabel y0 is an interioredge. Since A0 is extremal,all verticesof
ra n E are in A0, and hence are parallel.Therefore ,a n E satisfiescondition
whichis necessarilya great
P(y0). By Lemma 2.6.1, ra n E containsa y0-cycle,
sinceall verticesof ,a n E are parallel.Thus we have conclusion(i). W
yo-cycle
Remark.In the last paragraphof the above proof,we only used the fact
thattherewas a vertexy0 of Ff such thatany edge of ,a n E (as opposed to
any edge of F,) incidentto anyvertexwithlabel y0 was an interioredge. Since
all the verticesof ,a n E are parallel,conclusion(ii) of Lemma 2.6.4 may
be strengthened
to say thateveryvertexy of r: is an endpointof a
therefore
boundaryedge e(y) of r: suchthattheverticesof ra in theset {label of e(y) at
y: y a vertexof F, } are all parallel.
We can now proveProposition2.5.6 and Addendum2.5.7.
Proofof Proposition2.5.6. This followsimmediatelyfromLemmas 2.6.2,
?
2.6.3 and 2.6.4.
Proofof Addendum2.5.7. This followsfromthe remarkafterthe proofof
0
Lemma 2.6.4.
2.5.8 and
The followinglemmawillbe needed in the proofsof Propositions
2.5.9.
LEMMA2.6.5. Let F be a graphin a diskD withno trivialloopsor parallel
edges, such thateveryvertexof F belongsto a boundaryedge. Then F has a
vertexof valencyat most3 whichbelongsto a singleboundaryedge.
Thus F has a vertexof one of the typesillustratedin Figure 2.7 (which
showsall the edges of F incidentto thevertex).

FIGURE

2.7

Proof.For the purposesof thisproofonly,let us call verticesx, x' of F
adjacent if there exist edges d, d' of F connectingx, x' to 3D such that
d n 3D and d' n dD are adjacenton 3D amongall pointsof F n 3D.
Let the numberof verticesof F be n. The lemmais clearlytrueif n < 3.
assertionby inductionon n:
stronger
For n > 4 we willprovethe following
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(*) There exist two non-adjacentverticesof valency at most 3, each
belongingto a singleboundaryedge.
So suppose n > 4 and assumethat(*) is trueforgraphswithm vertices,
4 < m < n. We considerthreecases:
non-adjacentvertices.
(1) Thereis an edge of F connecting
Let e be such an edge connectingx and x', say. Let d, d' be edges connecting
x, x' to AD. (See Figure2.8.) Let D1, D2 be the closuresof the componentsof
D - d U e U d', and considerthe graphsFi = F n Di in D, i = 1,2. Suppose
Ji has ni vertices.Since x, x' are not adjacent in F, we musthave ni > 3,
i = 1, 2, or equivalentlyni < n, i = 1,2. Note that x, x' are adjacentin Fi. We
claim thatthereexistsa vertexyi of Fi of valencyat most3 whichbelongsto a
singleboundaryedge of Fi, withyi # x or x'. If ni > 4, thisfollowsfromthe
inductivehypothesisappliedto Fi. If ni = 3, thentake yi to be the vertexof Fi
not equal to x or x'. Now Y1,Y2 are non-adjacentverticesof F of valencyat
most3, each belongingto a singleboundaryedge.
d
x
e
xi

FIGURE 2.8

(2) Thereis a vertexof F whichbelongsto two distinctboundaryedges.
Let x be sucha vertex,containedin boundaryedges d, d', say. (See Figure
2.9.) Let D1, D2 be theclosuresofthecomponentsof D - d u d', and consider

d

FIGuRBE2.9
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the graphsJi = F n Di in D, i = 1,2. Supposethat Fi has ni vertices.Since d
and d' are not parallelin F, we musthave ni > 2, i = 1,2, or equivalently
ni <n, i= 1,2. We claimthatthereexistsa vertexyi of Fi of valencyat most
3, whichbelongsto a singleboundaryedge of Fi, with yi # x. If ni 2 4, this
followsfromthe inductivehypothesisapplied to the graphFi obtainedfromFi
by amalgamatingtheparalleledges d, d'. If ni = 2 or 3, thenthe claimis easily
verifiedby inspection.Now Y1I Y2 satisfy(*) forF.
(3) Neither(1) nor(2) holds.
Then everyvertexbelongsto a singleboundaryedge,and is connectedto at
mosttwo vertices(sincetheymustbe adjacentto it). Thus anytwo non-adjacent
verticessatisfy( *).
?
LEMMA2.6.6. If Fa contains a parallel family of edges connectingparallel

vertices,theneitherthesetsof labels at thetwoends of thefamilyare disjoint,
or Fa contains a Scharlemann cycle.

The followingcorollaryis immediate.
2.6.7. If Fa containsa parallelfamilyof morethannft/2edges
connecting
parallelvertices,thenFa containsa Scharlemanncycle.
COROLLARY

Proofof Lemma 2.6.6. Assumethatthesetsoflabelsat the two ends ofthe
parallelfamilyare notdisjoint,and let y be a vertexof Fftwhichappearsin both
sets.Since no edge in thefamilycan have label y at bothendsby theparityrule,
we see that the familycontainsa y-cyclea of length2. Since thereare no
verticesin the interior
ofthediskthata bounds,a is a greaty-cycle.Now apply
Lemma 2.6.2 to concludethat Fa containsa Scharlemanncycle.
2.6.8. If Fa containsa parallel family of nftedges connecting
antiparallelvertices,thenFf containsa Scharlemanncycle.
LEMMA

Proof This followsimmediately
fromLemmas2.6.3 and 2.6.2.

0

Proofof Proposition2.5.8. By Proposition2.5.6 we may assumethateach
vertex of Fa belongs to a boundary edge. Let Fa be the reduced graph

all mutuallyparalleledges in the
to Fa' obtainedby amalgamating
corresponding
obvious way. Applying Lemma 2.6.5 to Fa, we conclude that Fa has a vertex x

of one of the formsillustrated
in Figure2.10.
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Type I

Type III

Type II
FIGURE 2.10

We treattheseseparately.
Type I. In thiscase ra containsAn,,? 3n, parallelboundaryedges,giving
a pair of boundaryedgeswhichare parallelin both F1 and F2 by Lemma 2.5.5.
Type II. Since A > 3, there must be eitherat least nftparallel edges
connectingx to y,or at least2nf paralleledgesconnectingx to dDa, In thefirst
cyclein F1 or F2 by Corollary2.6.7 and Lemma
case, we obtaina Scharlemann
2.6.8, and in the second case we obtain a pair of boundaryedges which are
parallelin both F1 and "2 by Lemma 2.5.5.
to the
Type III. Let U, V, W be the setsof labels aroundx corresponding
(See Figure2.11.)We denote
edges connectingx to u, v and dDa, respectively.
in U, etc. Then
with
of
labels
multiplicity)
the
number
(counted
I
by UI
IUI ? lvI + I WI = An ? 33nf. There are three sub-cases:
(1) u, v and x parallel. By Corollary2.6.7, eitherra containsa Scharlemann cycle or IUI < (1/2)nft,IVI < (1/2)n.. But then IWI ? 2nft,givinga
pair of boundaryedges whichare parallelin both F1 and F2.

V

U\
w

wI~E

.1
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(2) u, v parallel, antiparallelto x. If IWI 2 2nft,we obtain a pair of
boundaryedges whichare parallelin both F1 and F2. If not,then IUI + IVI >
n,,,whichimpliesthateveryvertexof Ff occursas thelabel at x ofsomeedge of
Fa connectingx to eitheru or v. Then F, containsa great x-cycleby Lemma
a Scharlemann
2.6.3, and consequently
cycleby Lemma 2.6.2.
(3) u, v antiparallel.We may assumewithoutloss of generalitythat u is
parallelto x.
Let A = {verticesy of Fft:y appearsat least twiceas a label in W }, and
B = {verticesy of Fft:y appearsas a label in bothU and V }. Since each vertex
of Fftappears A > 3 timesin U U V U W, and since by Corollary2.6.7 and
Lemma 2.6.8 we mayassumethatno vertexappearsmorethanonce in eitherU
or V, it followsthateveryvertexof Fftbelongsto eitherA or B.
If y E A, thenthereexisttwo distinctedges el(y), e2(y) in Fftconnecting
y to dD/3(withlabel x at y), such thate1(y) and e2(y) are parallelin F.
If y E B, thenthereexistedges eu(y) (resp. ev(y)) in FI incidentto y with
label x, connectingy to an antiparallel(resp. parallel)vertexof F7.
Let A be the subgraphof F, consistingof { e1(y), e2(y): y E A} . Then A
is a disjointunion of properlyembeddedarcs in F7, each containinga single
vertex.Consideran extremalcomponentAO of A, containingthevertexyO,say.
Then (at least) one of the two componentsof D3 - A0, call it R, containsno
verticesof A. Thus all verticesof Fftin R belongto B.
two cases.
We now distinguish
(3.A) R containsno verticesof Fr. Then the edges e1(y) and e2(y) are
parallelin Fft.Since theyare also parallelin Fa, we are done.
(3.B) R containsa vertexof Fft.Everyvertexof R belongsto B, and hence
in particularis connectedby edges of F to both a paralleland an antiparallel
vertexof Fr. It followsthatthe verticesof Frtin R cannotall be parallelto yo*
Let 1I be the subgraphof Fftdefinedby H = {e,(y): y c R and y is
antiparallelto yo}. Then H satisfiesconditionP(x), and hence containsan
x-cyclea by Lemma 2.6.1. By Proposition2.5.6, we may assume that every
vertexof F,,belongsto a boundaryedge,whichimpliesthatthereare no vertices
ofthediskboundedby a. Hence a is a greatx-cycle,and so
of F, in the interior
0
cycleby Lemma2.6.2.
r1 containsa Scharlemann
Proofof Proposition2.5.9. Recall that,in additionto theusual set-up,there
is an essentialsurface(F, dF) c (M, T) with dF # 0 and boundaryslope r1,
such that P1 n F = 0. ConsiderP2 n F. The arcs in P2 n F definea graphF0,
say,in D2, such that FOn F2 = {verticesof FO} = { verticesof F2}. Since F is
essentialin M, it is easyto see thattheproofofLemma2.5.1 allowsus to assume
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that F0 contains no trivialloops. Also, since F n S = 0 and 3D2
containsno boundaryedges.

C

S,

FO

Claim 2.6.9. F2 containsno parallel family of more than n1 boundary
edges.
Proof.As we go around an innerboundarycomponentof P2, between
successiveintersections
with any given innerboundarycomponentof P1, we
mustencounterall the boundarycomponentsof F. Since F0 has no boundary
edges and no trivialloops,theclaimfollows.
2
ContinuingwiththeproofofProposition
2.5.9,supposethatA 2 2. Exactly
as in the firstparagraphof the proofof Proposition2.5.8, we concludethatif
neitherF1 nor F2 containsa Scharlemann
cycle,thenF2 has a vertexx ofone of
in Figure2.10.
the typesillustrated
Type I. Then F2 containsa parallelfamilyof An, ? 2n, boundaryedges,
Claim 2.6.9.
contradicting
Type II. Since thereare at mostn, paralleledges connectingx to 3D2 by
Claim 2.6.9, thereare at least n, paralleledges connectingx to y. Therefore
either F1 or F2 containsa Scharlemanncycle,by Corollary2.6.7 and Lemma
2.6.8.
Type III. We shalluse the same notationas in the corresponding
case of
the proofof Proposition2.5.8. Thereare again threesub-cases.
(1) u, v, and x parallel. By Corollary2.6.7, eitherF2 containsa Scharlemann cycle or IUI < n1/2, IVI < n1/2. Then IWI ? n1. Therefore,
by Claim
2.6.9, IWI = n1. Since i0 has no boundaryedges and no trivialloops,it follows
thaton the torusT, all the innerboundarycomponentsof P1 lie betweensome
pair of boundarycomponentsof F. This is conclusion(iii) of the proposition.
(2) u, v parallel, antiparallelto x. By Claim 2.6.9, IWI < n1. Hence
IUI + IVI ? n1,whichimpliesthateveryvertexof F1 occursas thelabel at x of
some edge of "2 connectingx to eitheru or v. Then F, containsa greatx-cycle
a Scharlemanncycleby Lemma 2.6.2.
by Lemma 2.6.3, and consequently
(3) u, v antiparallel.We may assumewithoutloss of generalitythat u is
parallelto x. Let X be the set oflabels aroundu of the edges of F2 connecting
u to x. (See Figure 2.11.) By Lemma 2.6.8, we may assume that IVI < nI,
and hence that IUI + IWI > n1. By Lemma 2.6.6, we may also assume that
X n U = 0. ThereforeX C W. By the argumentin case (1) above, we may
assume that IWI < n1. Then, since F0 has no boundaryedges and no trivial
loops, no boundarycomponentsof F occur between any two adjacent inner
to thelabelsin W. Since X C W, the
boundarycomponentsof P1 corresponding
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same is trueforX, and hence (since F0 has no trivialloops) for U also. Since
IUI + IWI > nI, it followsthat all the boundarycomponentsof F occur
between some pair of innerboundarycomponentsof PI, namelythose correspondingto the two adjacentextremallabels of U and W. This is equivalentto
E
conclusion(iii).
2.7. Dehn surgeryon cabled manifolds
In thissectionwe completethe proofof the Cyclic SurgeryTheorem.Let
withtorusboundary,which
3-manifold
M be a compact,connected,irreducible
The followingis an immediateconsequenceof Theorems
is not Seifert-fibered.
1.0.1, 2.0.1, 2.0.2, and 2.0.3, and Addendum2.0.4.
COROLLARY 2.7.1. If l( M(r)) and l( M(s)) are cyclicgroups,theneither
A(r, s) < 1 or M containsan essentialtoruswhichcoboundswith 3M a cable
space in M.

Suppose,then,thatM = M' U Cp,q, whereCp,q is a cable space of type

(p, q) and 3M' is incompressiblein M'. Suppose that 71(M(ri)) is cyclic,
i = 1,2. We must show that A(r1,r2) < 1. Since 71(M(ri)) is cyclic, 3M'
compressesin Cp,q(ri), i = 1,2. By [Gr1,Lemma 7.2] (or [Gr-L,Lemma 3.1]),
this implies that there are co-ordinateson 3M such that either ri= pq or
ri = (1 + kipq)/ki. Since A(pq,(l + kpq)/k) = 1 for all k, it followsthat
eitherA(r1,r2) < 1 or ri= (1 + kipq)/ki forsome integerki, i = 1,2. Note
thatA(r1,r2) = Ik1- k2j. Then Cp,q(ri) is a solidtorus([Grl, Lemma 7.2]), and
hence M(ri) M'(ri') for some slopes r<,r2' on 3M'. Moreover,there are
co-ordinateson 3M' such that ri' = (1 + kipq)/kiq2, i = 1,2 (see [Gr1,
Corollary 7.3] or [Gr-L, Lemma 3.1]). Then A(r', r2) = Ik1 - k21q2=
A(r1,r2)q2 whichis greaterthan 1 if r1 # r2.ThereforeapplyingCorollary2.7.1
in
to M' we inferthat M' = M" U Cp,q"say, where AM" is incompressible
appliedto M, thereare co-ordinates
M ". By thesameargument
thatwe originally
on AM' such that ri'= (1 + k'p'q')/k', i = 1,2. But the argumentin [Gr-L,
expressions
p. 137] showsthatthisis incompatiblewiththe previousco-ordinate
of the ri',unless q = 2 and Ik-kI 1 = L\(rl,r2) = 1.
This completesthe proofof the Cyclic SurgeryTheorem.
P forsymmetric
knots
2.8. Property
The purpose of this sectionis to give a proofof Corollary7, which was
to the paper.
statedin the introduction
knot in S3 such that there exists a periodic
Let K be a non-trivial
h of S3, notequal to the identity,
h(K) = K. Our goal
satisfying
automorphism
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is to show that K has PropertyP. Replacing h by a suitablepower,we may
set of h.
assumethat h has primeorder,say p. Let Fix(h) denotethefixed-point
We distinguish
threecases.
In this case K is amphicheiraland the result
(1) h orientation-reversing.
followsfromCorollary4.
Fix(h) n K * 0. By the SmithConjecture
(2) h orientation-preserving,
[M-B], Fix(h) $ K, so that Fix(h) n K _-S and h is an involutionwhose
and hence
invertible,
Thus K is strongly
to K is orientation-reversing.
restriction
has PropertyP by [B-S].
Fix(h) n K = 0. Let M be the complement
(3) h orientation-preserving,
of K, and let M * be the quotient
open tubularneighborhood
of an h-invariant
of M by h M. Notethat,here,thequotientmap 3M -A 3M * is a p-fold(cyclic)
of
covering.For any slope r on 3M, h M extendsto a periodicautomorphism
M(r) (which may fixpointwisethe core of the attachedsolid torusJ). Let hn
denote the extensionto M(1/n), wherewe are usingthe standardparametrizationof slopeson 3M. Notethatif r *, s * are slopeson 3M * whichliftto slopes
betweenthe
r, s on 3M, then A(r*, s*) = pA(r, s) (considerthe intersection
pre-imagesof r * and s *, whichconsistof p copies of r and s respectively).
There are two sub-cases.
(A) Fix(h) * 0. In thiscase Fix(h,,) = Fix(h). Let N be the complement
of Fix(h), and let N * be the
in M of an h-invariant
open tubularneighborhood
quotientof N by h N. Since thelinkingnumberof K and Fix(h) is non-zero,N
is irreducible,and hence so is N *. Withthe obviousnotation,hn inducesa free
Zp-actionon N(1/n) with quotientN *(rn*)forsome slope r,* on 3M *. (In
co-ordinatesfor 3 M*, we have rn*=
fact,using the usual meridian-longitude
Then, by the Gener1/pn.) Now suppose that M(l/n) is simply-connected.
alized Smith Conjecture[M-B], Fix(hn) is unknotted,so that N(l/n) is a
homotopysolid torus.Hence N *(rn*) is also a homotopysolid torus. Since
and since A(rr*, ro*) = pA(1/n, 1/0) > 1 if
M(1/O) -S3 is simply-connected,
n = O it followsfromTheorem2.4.4 applied to N * that,if n # 0, then N * is
to 3M * X I. ThereforeN is eithera cable
eithera cable space or homeomorphic
to dM x I, and hence(since Fix(h) is unknotted)K is a
space or homeomorphic
torusknotshave PropertyP [Ms],we are done.
torusknot.Since non-trivial
(B) Fix(h) = 0 . Suppose that M( 1/n) is simply-connected.
If hn fixesthe core of J,thenby the GeneralizedSmithConjecture,M is a
solid torus,and hence K is trivial.
If Fix(hn) = 0, then hn generatesa free Zp-actionon M(l/n), with
quotient M*(rn*) for some slope rn* on 3M*. Hence T((M*(rn*)) is
cyclic. Since M(1/0) = S3, the Cyclic SurgeryTheorem implies that either
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Since l\(rn*,
AL(rn*,
ro*)= pl\(1/n,1/0), the
ro*)< 1 or M * is Seifert-fibered.
firstconclusionis impossibleif n # 0. If the secondconclusionholds,then M is
also Seifert-fibered.
Hence K is a torusknot,and therefore
has PropertyP.
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